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SJSU Party disbands 
before
 
elections
 
Erin Mayes 
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
The SJSU Party broke up 
Thursday, and 
there  is some 
debate among its former
 members 
as to why. 
An Associated Students organi-
zation, now all of its candidates 
will be running independently, 
said Glenn Adams,
 former SJSU 
Party presiden- 
mer 
SJSU 
tial candidate. VOTER
 GUIDE 
 (.) 
Party candi-
"We were con 
cerned about his commitment to 
the campaign," said Paul Higgins, 
former SJSU Party director of 
student fee affairs candidate. "As 
far as president 
goes, it's some-
thing 
we
 feel someone needs to 
have
 experience going in." 
Higgins said he, along with for -
dates for 
direc-
tor of campus 
climate affairs 
Maribel 
Martinez  and 
director  of 
legislative
 affairs 
Kelly  Boyer. 
had 
qualms  about 
Adams
 qualifi-
cations. 
Adams
 said 
incumbent  
A.S.
 
President
 Leo Davila. 
who IS 3 
member of the Spartan
 
Partytail
 
Joi Parhan, 2, paints
 a mask during a 
birthday downtown 
San Jose. Black 
Masque  organizes a 
party 
Saturday at InnVision 
Villa  on  11th Street in 
different  volunteer service 
every  year. 
running for 
re-election,  persuaded 
members of the SJSU Party to 
leave.
 
"In 
other words, there 
is
 some 
dirty politics going 
on,"  Adams 
said. "I was also 
asked to drop my 
campaign and not run." 
In a candidate forum 
held 
See  Party, 
page
 5 
Meet the executive 
candidates 
Erin 
Mayes  
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
Most students
 don't 
tttitd
 the 
candidate forums for 
Ass-ociated
 
Students. elections, so voting can 
be a little tricky when it comes to 
deciding who would best repre-
sent the students if elected.
 
The election's are scheduled to 
take place Wednesday and 
Thursday, and there are seven 
candidates to choose from  three 
presidential, two vice presidential 
See Execs, page 7 
Generosity  
UnMasqued
 
Honor society 
throws birthdays 
for children 
Monica L. Ewing 
D1111 STAFF tint nut 
Imagine
 growing up and 
never having a birthday 
party. Several children living 
at InnVision Villa, which pro-
vides transitional housing for 
women and children, never had. 
But, Black Masque of San 
Jose State University changed 
that Sat urday. 
An
 honor society that recog-
ilizes stud  en Is w loise scholarship 
, i id leiidersliip have been out-
- i -tailing, Black Masque endeav-
, -rs 
to
 unite current members 
-ir id alumni through philanthrop-
ic etthrts. said 
Jan Hegemann, 
the on 
campus advisor for Black 
Masque
 
InnVision Villa 
had  been built 
on
 
11th Street
 in August, and 
when Black Masque 
found  out 
the 
single mothers 
with  children 
living there 
didn't
 have enough 
money  to have birthday parties, 
they 
decided  to throw
 birthday 
parties for them. said Tiffany 
Sun
 me rlaii. president of Black 
Masque
 
It givi.s the kids an opportu-
nit 
to 
he
 the special
 
kid  for a 
day.- siud 
I legemann. 
Sillll. November, the society 
has 
been 
throwing
 birthday
 par -
tie:: each nwnth
 tar
 all the kids 
who had 
birthdays
 that month. 
It
 taki 
the pressure off the 
mot
 
licrs.
 because 
they 
are trying 
to 
get !tack on thew
 feet:
 said 
fle.it
 her
 Cook.
 I reasurer of Black 
i '
M 
lit
 lalay party Saturday 
a, isiii
 ii 
he 
, 
\VII, 11.111 Mr flair children, ages 
3, -1. 9 
;mil
 II. 
"I get 
:I blast going to 
the par-
ties." said Sommerlad, a 
business
 
maniigeniint  major. -The kids 
are
 t: 
lit  - 
Black  
Masivie
 
started
 as a 
women's  i,reanization. but has 
since been open 
to men as well. 
All  the members this year 
hap-
pen 
to
 be women. 
Photos by  Lexey Swall / 
Spartan  Daily 
Zinnia
 Garcia holds her son Alex 
Felix, 4, while he opens birthday
 
presents 
Saturday. The presents
 were given to him 
by
 Black 
Masque,
 a volunteer group 
from San Jose State 
University. 
Every year. 
Black Masque. 
made 
up of only 
13 SJSU 
seniors,
 chooses a 
service project.
 
In past 
years, they have
 done 
beach cleanups 
and adopted fam-
ilies for 
holidays, such as Easter 
and Christmas.
 Mr which they 
provided iwerything from 
decora-
tions to gifts. 
At the party, 
Sommerlad
 
played 
like one of the kids, toss-
ing
 a hot -potato in a circle on the
 
floor,
 fighting for a seat 
in a 
game  of musical 
chairs,
 helping 
apply Pokemon 
temporary tat-
toos and even 
joining a football 
game 
outside
 with the kids when
 
the party was
 over. 
The 
children
 
also
 decorated
 
black
 plastic 
masks  with 
paint
 
and 
glitter.  Soon' of them
 ended 
up with 
as
 much IN lint and glit-
ter on their hair 
and ftwes than 
on the masks. 
When it 
came  time for 
cake, 
ice cream 
and  soda 
pop,
 the chil-
dren added  
smears
 
of frosting 
to 
their faces. 
The last
 event of the 
party 
was 
the  opening 
of
 gifts, such 
as
 
games,  
coloring  books
 and 
crayons. 
The  kids 
tore  into 
thi-ir  
gins
 
with 
enthusiasm
 and 
disap-
peared 
outside to 
play 
"It's beautiful," said 
Michelle  
Pathan, a 
mother who lives 
at
 
InnVision Villa. "The children
 
look forward to these 
parties, 
they know that someone
 from 
the outside is coming 
to play 
with 
them.  It's great because 
we
 
moms bore them 
sometimes."  
Along with the 
parties, 
Parhan is
 grateful for InnVision 
Villa. 
She came to InnVision
 in 
September from 
a battered 
women's
 home. 
"It is my way 
back  to indepen-
dence, because
 here I have to pay 
rent."  Parhan said. "It's a 
bless-
ing 
... a nice place to rebuild." 
InnVision is a local 
organiza-
tion
 with a mission to 
end  home-
lessness. It 
provides short- and 
long-term 
housing  and 
support
 
services to help 
people return to 
being 
self-sufficient  and 
indepen-
dent, said
 Christine 
Burroughs,  
the executive
 director of 
InnVision. 
InnVision is 
funded  through 
government  grants,
 corporations, 
churches 
and  individual 
dona-
tions. 
Burroughs
 said. 
"In 10 years,
 we have 
built  at 
least 10 
sites,"
 she said. 
"And  it is 
See 
Masque,  
page
 5 
Faculty
 
Association
 tries
 to 
reach
 
solution
 
for  
disastrous
 
education
 
future
 
Donna  I  l  Carmichael 
staR 
STAFF WRITER 
The California 
Faculty
 Association 
launched its 
public hearings
 on the 
future  
of the California
 State University
 
system  
which they say is 
in crisis and 
heading
 fdr disaster
  on Tuesday 
at San 
Jose State 
University. 
The
 public 
hearing 
kicked  off 
amid a 
torrent of 
promotion,  
including  a 
widely  
distributed
 brochure 
outlining the
 nature 
of the crisis in 
five
 parts. 
Susan
 
Meisenhelder,
 
president  of 
the 
CFA, 
described
 the 
most 
impending  
crises hitting 
the CSU as 
fiscal, demo-
graphic,
 and 
policy
-making 
failure cou-
pled 
with crises
 of enrollment
 and 
access.  
It.. 
.1 
,etilielder
 
said.  referring
 
tit
 
1-,l  
II as 
it 
begins
 
to 
crash on
 
it  
:Igmnst
 a 
back-
drop 
it the crumbling Nlister Plan.
 
Tidal
 
'ave II is a term 
used
 to 
describe  
liii huge 
influx 
of
 
university
 stu-
dents 
about
 to 
de,  
end 
on the public
 uni-
versities
 of 
Students making 
up the
 tsunami are
 children of 
baby 
Covey
 teaches
 
good
 
habits
 
Monica 
L. 
Ewing  
DAILY STAFF
 WRITER 
Are 
you stuck in 
your own 
auto-
biography? 
Best-selling
 author 
Stephen R. 
Covey
 offered solutions for
 
people  
seeking
 to get 
out of their
 own 
autobiographies
 and 
improve  
fam-
ily life 
Wednesday  
at the 
Event  
Center.
 
Covey, noted 
leadership 
expert  
and 
author of 
'The 7 
Habits of 
Highly
 Effective
 
People,"
 spoke
 
betbre
 a crowd
 of 1,000 
people.  
The  event 
was 
organized  
by 
InnVision,  a 
local 
homeless  
advo-
cacy 
group. 
InnVision
 invited
 
Covey
 to 
give
 his 
talk, 
titled
 
"Strengthening
 the Family." 
"He 
is helping to raise aware-
ness of what 
InnVision  does," said 
Jan Bernstein, 
community  rela-
tions manager for
 InnVision. "The 
topic 
of families is a good fit with 
InnVision's mission." 
Use of the 
facilities  and equip-
ment for the event was 
funded
 by 
corporate sponsorship, 
but  Covey 
donated his 
time to speak. 
Covey 
talked about the impor-
tance of 
empathetic  listening in 
families  and demonstrated 
how 
for  the audience, which evoked 
laughter
 and nods of 
understand-
ing.
 
Listening 
empathetically 
takes  emotional courage, not 
skill, 
he said. 
"Most  people 
don't  
know
 how 
to 
listen,"  
Covey
 said. 
"Don't  
probe,
 
don't  
advise,
 
don't  
interpret,
 
don't  
preach,  
don't  
agree,  
don't 
disagree,
 
don't  
judge.
 
Covey 
"Most  
people  
are 
too  
caught  
up
 in 
their  
own  
autobiography.
 
Get 
out  of 
your  
autobiography,"
 he 
said.
 
He 
said
 
people
 don't
 see 
the  
See
 
Covey,
 
page  
8 
boomers
 a !!1'11Crai 
0,11  inIrn 
tit..1 
Wiiclil 
War II. 
 he 
Masi er Plan 
higher 
education
 blueprint
 
ellgilletTlqi  
ill
 the 
'60s,  
mostly
 by 
Gov.
 Edmund
 Brown,
 who 
some
 faculty,
 such 
as
 emeritus
 professor
 
Mark  Van 
Aken. 
refer to 
:is "the 
real Gov.
 
Brown."  
The 
Master
 Plan 
attempted
 to 
make  
the 
CSU  "The 
People's
 
University."
 offer-
;ICCI'SS  
and
 
affordabilay
 to 
almost 
iii 
tine 
seeking  entry. 
That
 plan, 
once
 lauded 
as
 a template
 
it 
t 
xcellence,
 began
 to fall 
away in 
the 
'Sus
 with 
legislation  
that diverted
 public 
funding
 
away  
from
 higher
 
education,  
according  
to Charles
 Goetzl 
 a 
student
 
See 
CFA,
 
page
 7 
Recital
 
goes 
modern
 
I i islia Santos 
, 
WRITER  
Twelve 
baretboted
 dancers in 
minimal
 costumes
 graced
 the 
stage of 
San Jose 
State 
I Iniversity 
Theatre. 
With 
music 
ranging
 from 
Vivaldi's "Gloria
 in D" to the 
jazz 
,t
 
vii rig of Tom Waits, 
audikaces
 
were 
given  a taste of the 
world  of 
modern dance
 in San 
Jose  State 
University
 Dance
 
Theatre
 
t'ompany's
 
presentation  
of
 
See Dance, page
 8 
Rika
 Manabr
 / 
Spartan
 
Daily  
SJSU
 dance 
majors 
perform  
"Tabula  
Rasa"  during
 a 
performance
 
of 
Dance  2000 
Saturday at 
the University
 Theater.
 
EDITORIAL 
Renovation 
teaches
 
bad 
business 
This
 spring, students walked into business 
classrooms with no electricity and very 
Spartan accommodations. 
"Typical San Jose State 
University,"  some might 
have said  substandard accommodations for its 
students. 
Typical, maybe. Unbelievable, considering the 
business classrooms had just 
undergone a year-
long, $16.5 
million
 renovation. 
It's even more unbelievable that the new build-
ing, which should finally be completed April 3, is 
not yet paid for. 
In 
a March 16 article in the Spartan Daily, SJSU 
vice president of administration,
 Don Kassing, said 
$2.4 million was still 
needed  to cover the cost of the 
renovation. 
Let's see if we understand correctly: business
 
students are being taught 
in unfinished business 
classrooms by the College of Business how 
to reno-
vate a building without adequate funding? 
This doesn't sound like 
good
 business to us. 
The best learning is often 
done with a hands-on 
approach, but we would caution 
any  business stu-
dent from trying this in 
the real world. 
Only in the realm 
of academia could a scam this 
monumental be pulled
 off 
The interim dean 
of the College of Business, 
Sandra Dewitz, said 
fundraising
 fell short. 
Fine, then 
scale back plans and make the neces-
sary adjustments 
to ensure  students using the 
business  classrooms receive the most complete edu-
cation possible. 
As it turned out, 
professors  were forced to do 
without 
overhead
 projectors due to a lack of electri-
cal sockets, students 
were
 inconvenienced by 
incomplete restrooms 
and the administration is 
forced to suffer 
the embarrassment of having its 
business classrooms done in by 
some
 very poor 
business practices. 
To Dewitz' defense, 
she only inherited the prob-
lems left by former dean 
of Business, Marshall 
Burak. Burak, who did 
not  return phone calls from 
the Daily, was ushered to a 
fund-raising post in the 
Provost's 
office.
 
Students and 
faculty
 were forced to suffer 
through a hellish year in 
the portable classrooms 
while the renovations
 were going on. 
They were then 
rewarded  with professors who 
had to modify their 
teaching  methods due to the 
substandard  conditions of the building. 
The classrooms 
are nearing completion, but the 
bad taste of bad business
 will linger long after the 
smell of fresh 
paint fades. 
Blowing up 
not  
best  way to handle 
short
 fuse 
Get
 your goddamn hands off this 
paper. Now. Sorry, I just 
snapped  again, like I did 
this  
weekend. 
I've been down for a month, and I've 
been teetering with pressures from the 
Daily  copy editing and dealing with 
fellow smart asses Mr. Bad Example 
and Sir Lustalot  as well as the usual 
stresses of classes, bills and relation-
ships. 
So, after carefully going through a 
week of holding back and not going 
postal  in the newsroom or while dri-
ving, I finally let my rage out. 
Unfortunately, it was directed at the 
wrong person  my girlfriend  who 
was teasing me and horsing 
around 
while I was trying to get something 
done on the computer. 
I've already given that person flow-
ers for being sorry 
about time consid-
eration, so it was another thing to con-
vince her I'm not a 
psychopath  after 
blowing up for 10 seconds. 
OK, I am a person who 
isn't happy, 
but I don't have an anger 
problem.  I do 
have a problem with releasing frustra-
tion, as I generally go from dead calm 
to fury in .3 seconds. Think of a cobra 
striking at a mouse. That's what some 
people have seen come out when 
they've pushed my buttons enough 
times  especially this weekend. 
While taking a look on the Internet, 
I came across some 
information  from 
Dr. Charles Spielberger, a 
psychologist 
who defines anger as 
"an  emotional 
LETTERS
 
BORN Unitnts A BAD Sic.N 
state that 
varies  in intensity, from mild 
irritation  to intense 
fury and rage." 
According to 
the American 
Psychological
 Association's Web 
site   
where Spielberger's
 definition was 
picked up  
anger can be 
managed
 
three ways: assertive 
expression,  sup-
pression 
and calming. 
Assertive  expression  
the healthi-
est choice 
in
 anger expression 
 is dif-
ferent than 
letting
 your anger out
 at 
people, as 
some
 people claim 
you  
should, is 
not  a good expression, 
as 
some people tend
 to get way too violent
 
 and the situation gets
 worse. 
Assertive
 expression is when
 someone 
clarifies  what their needs are
 while not 
being aggressive. 
Calming is when 
someone takes a 
deep breath and 
walks away, 
trying  to let their feelings 
Measure  Q 
without  
racial  
preference  
This
 letter 1, 
iii
 response
 to the articles 
that  have appeared 
in the
 Spa rt iin Daily that 
allege  "Latino favoritism"
 on the 
part
 of Associated
 
Students.  
This charge 
is partly based on 
misinformation  regarding 
the  
Cesar 
Chavez referendum.
 
I am an 
international  student from
 India. I have enjoyed
 my 
stay here and 
have enjoyed the
 Spartan Daily.
 
However, lately 
the 
articles  have started to read like opin-
ions
 with little 
factual 
basis.  
On 
Feb. 9, members from various
 student organizations and 
Gabe 
Reyes,
 
assistant
 to 
the president, informed the A.S. Board 
that the 
university
 was considering 
naming  the Student Union
 
in honor of 
Cesar  Chavez. 
The Board of Directors
 is obligated to take actions on issues
 
Affordable
 housing 
How
 does
 San
 
Jose
 State 
University
 
generate 
$45 
million  
for a 
parking
 structure,  but 
students
 still 
have 
15
 cents 
for 
printing  from 
computers?  
Ferty-five
 
million  
dollars for 
parking,  yet no cheaper
 
books  
and our
 campus
 is 
still 
drab, 
uninspired,
 
cynical  and
 
unin-
volved
 with 
its  
surrounding  community. 
Yes, 
students
 need parking, but why? Simple. 
Students
 do 
not
 live 
here!  
How about 
investing
 in low cost University 
Housing
 
(not con-
tracted 
out),  
regulated
 
and  maintained
 by 
SJSU. 
We
 
must
 real-
ize 
that
 this
 parking
 solution is 
temporary.  
We 
cannot
 
settle  
for the label 
of
 
"commuter
 
school."  That 
term 
is an insult.
 
Are 
Princeton
 
and 
Harvard commuter schools?
 I sincerely 
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4 
that 
affect
 iur 
fellow st 
udents.  This was about
 the Student 
Union, and st 
talent input was
 needed. 
I did my 
research.
 
Cesar Chavez is not just a "Latino 
phenomenon"  but a great 
man who crossed racial 
divides to fight for all farmers' rights. 
Farmers
 also include members of different ethnic
 and cultural 
groups. 
I drafted this ballot measure, which our diverse group of 
board members approved 
and
 put before the students. 
I 
support  Measure Q without any racial preference. 
Akbar 
Shetty 
A.S. Director of Student Resource Affairs 
Marketing/MIS  
solution
 to 
parking
 
doubt it. 
Those institutions cater to their students, while at 
SJSU, students
 cater to the institution. 
Where 
have
 we placed our standards of education? This is 
not a trade
 school. 
The issue to be addressed is how to supply students with 
"affordable
 housing." 
Perhaps  with more students residing on campus and holding 
fewer jobs, we 
could  improve student scholastic performance, 
develop  a healthier university environment and maybe, just 
maybe, gain a sense 
of
 school pride and tradition. 
Nyereris Aquinas Britt 
Political Science 
One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
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subside. 
But my preferential 
choice  is sup-
pression. It's when you keep 
your  
anger down, then convert it into ener-
gy or redirect it at something
  work, 
punching bags, what not. 
And that is 
where my 
problem  lies. 
Since I lack an ego,
 I generally use 
the hatred, distrust, insecurity 
and  
frustration I garner as 
motivation. I 
generally get success from using those 
fuels. The problem is those are volatile 
substances. Factor in my asthma, 
using anger as a motivator gives even 
more reason to call me 
Don  Vader, as 
some kids used to 
call me. 
According to the Web page, if anger 
is turned inward on the self, the results 
can be hypertension, high blood pres-
sure 
or
 depression. 
Other side effects from suppression 
of anger include getting back at people
 
indirectly and being perpetually cyni-
cal and hostile or putting people down 
and criticizing everything. 
Wait, that's me. 
Suppressing 
anger also brings 
about an 
immense
 amount of pressure. 
The more it is suppressed,
 the shorter 
the fuse. 
It's also unhealthy to keep anger 
suppressed. According to an article in 
the 
Journal of Epidemiology and 
Community Health, there is a 75 per-
cent increase in the risk of coronary 
heart disease for people who keep their 
anger held back  not just those who 
let it out or talk about it. Not good 
news for 
an
 
overweight
 dude who 
has 
just 
downed  his 
fourth slice 
of pepper-
oni pizza
 for the 
night. 
Anger  also 
leads
 to 
depression  
and 
sexual  
impo-
tence, two
 things 
people  don't 
need till 
they're 
well over
 the 
hill.  
So, the 
choice 
that
 a lot 
of
 people 
generally 
make  
holding it 
back  is 
the cure
 that is 
worse  than  
the  disease. 
What can
 you do? 
Don't  sign up 
for
 
kickboxing  
and  kendo 
or start 
playing  
video games
 just yet.
 
You can
 try talking 
to a third party
 
before 
confronting 
whatever  or 
whoev-
er
 you're pissed
 at, trying 
to find a way
 
to cleanly express 
your displeasure. 
You can try
 one of those
 breathing 
exercises.  There's the 
Student  Health 
Center, a 
place! don't trust
 for my own 
reasons,
 but you could
 look into it. 
Finding a 
resolve
 is time consum-
ing, 
but  it's cheaper than 
the
 results of 
anger. Aside from 
the above effects, 
anger can make you
 lose your
 
job. 
And 
it could lead to 
death or suicide. 
Anger 
is also a leading cause in end-
ing 
relationships.  
Express 
yourself  carefully. Don't get 
pissed. And 
remember,  flowers 
and  
"I'm sorry," 
only go so far. Besides, if I 
let my anger out at Mr. Bad 
Example 
and Sir Lustalot for 
trash -talking my 
ass again,! doubt they'd take 
hugs  and 
roses. 
D.S. Perez is the Spartan Daily 
Investigative Reports and Copy Editor
 
"Born Under a Bad Sign" appears 
Mondays. 
Childhood
 obsessions,  
Pokemon
 craze similar
 
Tam
 feeling a 
bit  older today. 
My
 lit-
tle cousin's birthday 
was yesterday, 
and I 
went
 out to get a 
birthday
 gift 
for the yard ape. I remembered
 when I 
used to hound my mother for the cur-
rent fad toy craze. 
Matty is in kindergarten, and a cer-
tified Pokemon 
addict. At the age of 6, 
he has seen the 
depths  of Pikachu 
dependency that even the shadiest, 
most hooked heroin addict will not
 suf-
fer in 10 lifetimes. 
He is getting help, though. 
His parents, my 
aunt and uncle, 
have started an 
intervention  to wean 
the 
young  man of his addiction 
to 
Pokemon.
 
Young Matty has never been encour-
aged to collect Pokemon cards, thank 
goodness, but he still got his hands on 
some, nonetheless. Addiction 
specialists  
have told the family several times that 
Poltemon cards  once in the 
posses-
sion of a rookie collector  take
 a 
strangle hold on the brain of the young 
addict. The cards 
stimulate the area of 
the brain called the "cartoon lobe," 
which is located near the "candy lobe." 
These two areas of 
the  brain are par-
ticularly active in 
kindergarten
-aged 
children. In the case 
of Pokemon 
addicts, the cartoon lobe sends impuls-
es to the candy, compelling the addict to 
seek out Pokemon 
candy,
 a phenome-
non  seen only in the  most hard-core 
Pokemon addicts. 
Heroically, the little guy has started 
himself on a program of self -separation 
from his Pokernon fixation. He has 
started to trade his cards away to his 
friends  for non-Pokemon items. 
Last week, he traded two Pokemon 
cards for a 1977 Corvette Stingray con-
vertible, the same one that Mark 
Hammil drove
 in "Corvette Summer." 
Matty's Pokemon card collection
 is 
highly 
valued.  His financial advisor 
and accountant 
have warned against 
the devaluation of his collection, so he 
has started to unload
 the cards before 
they become merely, er, cards 
with
 car-
toon characters on them. 
This got me thinking about my child-
hood obsessions, which 
were
 limited to 
He -Man, Transformers
 and G.I. Joe. 
Transformers were a particular 
favorite because they were robots that 
turned  into other things, such as cars 
(which I still am fond of) and dinosaurs. 
To my knowledge, these things have
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tions accepted on a remainder of semester 
basis.
 
POSTMASTER: Send address changes 
to 
the 
Spartan
 Daily, San Jose State 
University,  One Washington Square, San 
Jose, CA 96192-0149 
no 
collector's
 value, 
and  if I were 
to 
trade them 
for anything, 
I could only 
get a cup 
of dirt, or 
maybe if I 
were  
lucky, a pile of those
 popcorn kernels 
that 
refuse to pop, but
 you still try to 
eat anyway. 
As for the 
GI Joe and 
He-Man 
action figures,
 they do not 
exist  any-
more. 
Once I got "too big" 
for actually play-
ing 
with  the figures the 
way they were 
sold to me, my 
friends  and I had wars 
where 
He
-Man would stomp G.I. Joe's 
ass. Then 
the Transformers would turn 
He -Man into a slave for the robots, and 
She-Ra would have to serve drinks 
to 
Optimus Prime, much 
like
 Princess 
Leia 
did for Jabba the Hutt 
in
 "Return 
of the
 Jedi." 
That got old, of 
course,
 once I discov-
ered explosives 
and  elementary 
pyrotechnics principles  it was a 
no -
holds -barred melt -fast. 
G.I. Joe figures were 
launched  into 
the 
stratosphere  on many 
a model rock-
et, only 
to be either 
coated  with 
aerosol  
Brake-Kleen
 and 
incinerated
 or 
simply
 
blown up 
after safely 
returning 
home. 
I 
guess  that 
shows  how 
valued
 these 
figures were. 
Matty  genuinely
 enjoys 
Pokemon, 
much like I 
enjoyed  my 
Transformers,  
and even 
though my 
Transformers  hold 
a special
 place in my 
heart,  they may
 
not 
be worth so 
much 
money.
 
Maybe I can
 talk Matty
 into trading
 
my 
Transformers
 for 
some of 
those  
Pokemons. 
Not 
likely.
 
Jason  Stull 
is
 the 
Spartan
 Daily 
Managing
 Editor 
"Up  to Here"
 appears 
Mondays. 
Opinion page 
policies 
Readers 
are  
encouraged
 to 
express
 
themselves
 on the Opinion page 
with a letter to the editor. 
A letter to the editor is a 200 -word
 response to an issue or point of 
view that has appeared in the Spartan
 Daily 
Submissions become the property of 
the Spartan Daily and may be 
edited for clarity, grammar, libel
 and length. Submissions must 
con-
tain the author's name,
 address, phone number, 
signature  and 
major. 
Submissions may be put in the
 Letters to the Editor box at 
the 
Spartan Daily Office 
in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209,
 sent by fax to 
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at 
SDAILY(Mmc.sjsu.edu or mailed 
to the 
Spartan Daily Opinion 
Editor, School of Journalism 
and Mass 
Communications,
 San Jose State University, One 
Washington  Square, 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149. 
Editorials  are written 
by, and are the 
consensus  of, the 
Spartan  Daily editors, not the staff. 
Published opinions 
and advertisements  
do
 not 
necessarily  
reflect the 
views of the 
Spartan
 Daily, the School of 
Journalism and Mass 
Communications
 or SJSU. 
 
=MI 
March 
20
 
2000
 
San
 Jose 
State 
University
 
Today
 
Chicano
 
Commencement
 
If
 you 
would  like 
to 
participate
 
in 
Chicano 
Commencement,
 
applica-
tions, 
pictures
 and 
him; need 
to be 
taken  care 
of by March
 24. For 
more 
information.  
call Elva 
at 937-1517
 
or 
Alejandra 
:it 
971-7942.
 
Academic
 
Senate  
Faculty
 
committee
 preference
 
forms for 
academic
 year 
2000-2001  
:ire available
 in the 
office  of the 
Academic 
Senate, 
Administration
 
building,
 Room 
176.
 
Deadline
 for 
submission  is 
March  21 For 
more 
information.  
call Julie Stienhorst
 at 
924-2440.
 
Catholic Campus 
Ministry  
Daily Mass from 12 11/
 p.m. to 
12:35 
p.m.  Monday 
through
 Friday 
at the Campus 
Ministry  Chapel, 
300
 S. 10th St. For 
more  informa-
tion, call Father Barry at 938-1610 
School of Art 
and Design 
Student galleries and 
art  exhibi-
tions front 10 
a. 
in.
 to 4 p.m. in the 
Art and Industrial 
Studies
 build-
ings. For more 
information,  call 
John or Jenny at 
924 .1330. 
SJSU Sport 
Club and Student 
Health
 Center 
Free nutrition coon.-eling. A :mu 
value. Talk to a gradaate student in 
nutrition
 about all your nutrition 
questions from 11:30 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. every Monday, Tuesday 
and Wednesday. Sign up at the 
SJSU Sport Club or call Nancy 
Black at 924-6118 for more informa-
tion 
A.S. 
General  Elections  
Pick tip your Voter
 Information 
Guide I 
al 
ay. Learn more about 
the  
candidates
 running for A.S. 
Government Office. Be informed 
when voting on March 22 and 23. 
The 
Voter  Information Guide is 
available in the Student Life Center 
or the 
A. S. Government Office in 
the Student Union. For more infor-
mation, call the A.S. 
Election  Board 
at 921
 5955. 
Prevention Education Program 
Center 
Safe Spring Break Resource Fair 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
 at Seventh 
Street Plaza. For more information. 
call the Pep Center at 924-5945. 
Golden Key 
National  Honor 
Society
 
Food and drinks will be 
provided  
for a study session at 4:15 p.m. in 
the Student Ilnion, Guadalupe 
roonc For more information, contact 
Christine at Canne06050aol.com. 
Career  Center 
Applied Mate, ad, Pre,entation 
from 12-30
 p
 
in
 
te
 
p
 
ut III  I he 
Stliden1 I 'Moll. Almaden room. Fur 
More ildorniat OM Call the Career 
Re,oirce Center
 :it 924-6031. 
Eric B. 
Norris 
Attorney  al 
r m 
na 
and 
Bankruptcy
 Law 
DUI, MIP 
I.oriner  
Sill Student. 
SCli
 
law 
wagoltiallialss  
Discounts
 for Students 
FreeI 
iiti,tI 
Constilidnon:
 
408-279-4090
 
1, 
seixos
 
Moir:at-lit :11 litiatrcs 
Career  Center 
Cisco 
Systems  
Presentation  
from
 
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. 
in the Student 
Union, Umunhum room. For more 
information, call the Career 
Resource Center at 924.6031 
Student Life Center / 
Spartans  
Offering Service 
Alternative Spring Break sign-
ups. Volunteer
 in 
the 
"immunity 
tree planting, serving meals and 
inure March 27-31. For more infor-
mation, call (Iina Lorenzo at 92-1-
5956. 
Tuesday
 
School  of Art and Design 
Student
 galleries and art exhibi-
tions from 10 a.
 
m. to 4 p.m. in the 
Art and Industrial Studies build-
ings. For more 
information,  call 
John or Jenny at 924-1330
 
SJSU Sport 
Club  and Student 
Health Center 
Floe nutrition counseling A $50 
vain.. 
Talk to 
a 
gradu odent
 
in 
nutrition about all your nutrition 
questions froni 11:30 .1 oi to 
1:30 p.m. every MOtittty. Tuesday 
and Wednesday. Sign up at the 
SJSU Sport Club 
or
 call Nancy 
Black at 924-6118 foe more inform:, 
lion 
School of Art and 
Design 
Student  gallei le- and 
art recep-
tions
 from 6 p
 
iii le s 
p.m. in the 
Art imnd liurlusi. iii
 
Sr
 MIMS build -
Do You
 Love Movies? 
Were changing the way 
you see movies! 
111' YOtill see them for 
free!  
31' Flexible 
hours!
 
df. Fun atmosphere! 
al Full 
Time or Part Time! 
Now Hiring, 
( :ash Handlers 
8. 
Nlaintenance 
You ',mai Its Ili 
ings. For More 
information.  call 
John  or Jenny 
at
 924-4330 
Nutrition and 
Food Science 
The latest 
hod, 
...imposition
 tent-
ing from 9 
ci 
in le II an in. every 
Tuesday
 in 
the Cent, d 
Classroom  
building, Room 22 I
 
It
 quick, pain-
less and fun Cost is 
VI
 MI students 
and faculty. For more
 information. 
call Sherry at 2fon-7599
 
Chicano Commencement 
meeting
 at 7 
p.m everY 
Tuesday 
at
 the Clinano 
Resource  
1.1.1111.1  VIII 1111/11.
 111111r 111,11.11,11, 
call 
Cele.de at
 
2ri9.51/110  lir 
Alejandra 
at 
971-7912
 
SJSU
 Rugby Club
 
Practice front 3:30 pan to 
5:30 
p.m.  eVery 
Tneoilay
 and
 
Thursday  
at
 South 
CallIpOs  For 
inure
 
in  Terra Perret 
at 
924-7943
 
Leadership Development 
Workshop  Series 
. dill- lle. toe 
iumititi-
iinatien
 
Dein
 p I
 
lit 
p 
M. in 
tln'Stiu'l.
 
 
For 
Moto-  odui
 in 
Om
 
Student Lile
  I 
"ay.()
 
Autetir Ittleertittional 
Society  
Fri, 
111i,  It' 
,111111' 
1.1111r
 
111,1111'
 1 . .1, 1 11 '11 in I/loll. 
til II ill 
Nivuli
 
I i" 
ld 
internation
 11 
I 
une while following
 
the 
Multiplatinum
 group 
Raillobead.
 For 
more information. 
call Ron 
at
 287-5381. 
School of 
Art and Design
 
Tuesday
 night lecture 
series: 
Malcolm  Miller
 will he 
discussing  
the
 Medieval stain
-glass and 
sculp-
ture of 
Chartres 
Cathedral  at 
7 p.m.
 in the Engineering
 building, 
Room 189. 
For  more information,
 
call
 Andy at 
924.4328.
 
A.S. 
General  Elections 
Pick up 
your Voter Information
 
Guide today. Learn
 more about the 
candidates running 
for A.S. 
Government
 Office. 
Be
 informed 
when voting
 on March 22 
and 23. 
The Voter 
Information  Guide 
is 
available in the 
Student Life Center 
or the A. S. Government
 Office in 
the 
Student Union. For 
more infor-
mation, call the A.S. Election Board 
at 924-5955. 
Prevention 
Education Program 
Center 
Safe Spring 
Break Resource Fair 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
Seventh
 
Street
 
Plaza.  For more 
information,
 
call the 
Pep Center at 924-5945. 
SJSU
 Karate Club 
General  meeting at 
7:30 p.m. in 
Spartan 
Complex,  Room 89. For 
more 
information,  call Randy Niu 
at
 
152-1030. 
Wednesday 
SJSU Sport Club and 
Student 
Health  Center 
Free nutrition counseling. A $50 
value. Talk to a graduate student in 
nutrition about all your nutrition 
questions front 
11:300
 
m.
 to 
1:30 p.m. every Monday, Tuesday 
and Wednesday.
 Sign up at the 
SJSU Sport Club or call Nancy 
Black at 924-6118 for more 
informa-
tion.
 
Nutrition and Food
 Science 
The latest 
body composition test-
ing from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
every 
Wednesday  in the  Central 
Classroom building. Roont 221. It's 
quick, painless and fun. Cost is $5 
for students and faculty. For more 
information. call 
Sherry at 206-
7599.  
Chicano 
Commencement  
Weekly
 meeting at 7 p.m. every 
Wednesday  at the Student Union, 
Almaden  room. For more informa-
tion. call Celtate  
at
 259-5630 or 
Alejandra at 971-7942. 
Sparta (Mole is 
provided  free of charge to 
students, faculty lind staff The deadline for 
entries is noon, three days before the desired 
publication date. Entry forms are 
available
 in 
the Spartan Daily ()Ms, Space restrictions 
may I ...fl1111.
 editing of submissions Entries 
printed in the order in which tbec are 
tecceved 
1:!e"
 
RENT
-A
-CAR
 
10% OFF WITH SJSU 
STUDENT/FACULTY I.D. 
 Best Daily and Weekly Rates in Silicon Valley (Special Insurance and Shop Rates) 
 VVide variety 
of current 
model  vehicle including Vans 7 to 15
 
passenger,  4X4's and 
convertibles.  
 Free Pick-up Service-(Geggraphically,r.e.stribted in Silicon Valley) 
 
Under 25.,years of age-r-OKAYIII FEES,WAVED
 
(408)998-7200  
Located at 711 Coleman 
Ave. (near San Jose Airport) 
10°. OFF TIME AND MILEAGE ONLY RENTER MUST MEET A-1 RENT A CAR DRIVER AND 
CREDIT REQUIREMENTS BLACK OUT PERIODS MAY APPLY EXPIRES 6-31-2000
 
Rewarding  
Health
 
Care 
Careers
 
Start
 
@ 
Foothill
 College 
Read the 
Spartan  
Daily 
daily  
If 
you
 
are 
what
 
you  
eat, 
why  
not
 cut
 
hack
 
on
 
fat?
 
I'll' at 
a .41 c
 
Itt I's'.
 
1)1  getting 
skti)
 t. miter
 dy 
lhai is 
blonde
 
or 
Get  a 
Better
 Job, 
Better  Pay 
& Better 
Benefits 
Apply to one 
of
 
Foothill  College's 
popular
 
Biological & Health  Science Career 
Programs.
 Applications
 are 
accepted
 
throughout  
the 
year  for the 
Dental
 Assisting, 
Ornamental 
Horticulture  and 
Emergency 
Medical  
Technician
 programs.
 
Students  must 
apply  to the 
following
 programs
 by these 
deadline  dates 
(or
 until program 
fills): 
March 23 
Radiology
 Technology
 
May 
1 Ultrasound
 Technology 
June 
1 
Veterinary
 
Technology
 June 
30 
Biotechnology
 
May 
30 
Respiratory  
Therapy  
June
 1 
Pharmacy  
Technology
 
May 3 
Paramedic
 
To 
request
 an application
 
packet  or for more 
information,  call 
(650)
 949-7249 or access
 
www.foothill.fhda.edu
 
itFOOTHILL
 
COLLEGE
 
12345 El 
Monte  Road  
Los Altos 
Hills,  CA  
94022-4599  
Delicious  
Ch
 
mon
 
 Mandarin & 
ST(11111111  Cutstrie 

 
I unch mutt Dinner 
 ()pest I rathi-elosed SIIIIIfillf 
We accept: VISA 
/INUIVG.a
 
294-3303 
or 998-9427 
i nese Cuisine 
TO GO 
 Box 
Lunches
 re 
G,,  
 Catering Available 
MC AMEX DIS 
131 
E.
 Jackson Street 
Blocks North
 of Santa Clara 
Between 3rd and
 4th Street 
SJSU 
INVST  
PROGRAM  
International 
and National 
Voluntary  Service 
Training  
INFORMATION  
MEETING 
Tuesday, 
March  21 
Wednesday,  
March  22 
Hugh 
Gillis
 Hall Room 215
 
12:00 - 
1:00 
11:30- 
12:30  
Register...
 Play 4 
FREE 
& WIN REAL 
CASII!!! 
no drawings or raffles! 
win the game - Win I he Money! 
Play  with friends & 
family members
 
lust make 
sure you have I v 
www.honting4treasure.com
 
NEW
 
YORK
 
BOSTON
 
MILAN
 
LONDON
 
TOKYO
 
SYDNEY
 
laissar
 
nom>
 
n( 
408-295-8886
 
650-325-3888  
salesecgstorts
 
corn
 
CUSTOMIZED
 
T-SHIRTS!
 
'47
 
Avo' 
tn asten ar 
c,jnetrolDERII"
 
fax140111616.7733
 
4.94 
 
ss 
EAC6
 
EACH
 
I 
s 
EACH
 
are fin, sone color !_tit on 
lVecritton
 
}lane
 
. 
Pricer 
Tarot
 
inch
-visa
 
COMMERC
 Al 
 
.1 
CENTURY
 
GRAPHICS
 
[4081616-7700
 
U 
NYVALE,
 
CA
 
94086
 
Council
 
Travel 
Student
 
Travel
 
from
 
A 
to 
Z 
181118. 
)(slimy 
lroin A lei.?
 
A
 
is as 
impoitant  
as
 Z 
-buddhist
 
saying
 
$267
 
$297
 
$324
 
$305
 
$534
 
$1057
 
in,' I IttIVI 14611Y AVe 
'At ()Au() LA94301
 
NE x 
I to bt 
.103t1StER  
VIDEO  
"Ts 
vonioinSo 
www
 
counciltravel
 
BUY 1 GET 
1 FREE 
Puy any Is inch 
sanibacii  and a manual 
It Ink. get 
n seoond Finch sandwich of 
Try our party platters 
starting at MS!!! 
Right across from 
campus 
475 E 
San Carlos St. call or 
lax
 orders 400 288 5676  
3004 
I 
 
Bring 
this coupial to the Cable 
Car  Lobby Ticket Window 
with
 a valid photo college 
111 ID and 
a second photo 11) to get your $35 all 
day lilt ticket 
at
 Squaw 
Valley USA. 111 
 Valid March 13-17,
 20-24 and 27-31, 2000. No milt 
value.  Not valid with any other I 
oilers. 
(Inc tampon pm r person,
 per day Photocopies 
not accepted. 
Marcus R. Fuller 
DAILY STAFF WRITKR 
Nothing could keep the San 
Jose State University women's 
water polo team from getting a 
victory on Senior Day  not even 
technical difficulties. 
After a 45 -minute delay, the 
fifth ranked Spartans defeated 
13th ranked Princeton 8-4 on 
Saturday at the 
SJSU  Aquatic 
Contcr
 
Saturday's Score 
Princeton
 
4 
Spartans
 
8 
March al, 
SJSU
 
at
 
UCLA
 
4 pm 
Leading SJSU in scoring was 
junior Christy Taylor, who had 
three goals. Five other Spartans 
contributed with 
one goal each, 
including seniors Liz Garcia and 
Dottie West. 
Garcia, who is second on the 
team in scoring, said offense is not 
the main strength of the 
Spartans. 
"We are still trying to get our 
offense together,"
 Garcia said. "Of 
course, everybody is into scoring, 
but there's a whole lot more to our 
game, like assisting, 
stealing
 and 
kicking 
out  the ball." 
Even though the 
offense pro-
vided SJSU with a cushion for 
most of the match, it was the 
defense that 
kept the Tigers off 
the 
scoreboard.  
The Spartans held Princeton to 
one goal after three quarters, and 
goalie Melanie 
Nichols
 had four 
saves in the match. 
According to SJSU head coach 
Lou Tully, the Spartans have 
SJSU proves Tigers
 
can't
 
swim
 
Spartan 
water  
polo 
player  
Michelle  
Moore  
reaches  for the 
ball  
during
 the 
game 
against 
Princeton,
 
Saturday
 at the 
Aquatic
 Center. 
San
 Jose 
State  
University won 8-
4, 
improving
 
its 
record 
to 13-9. 
 
always 
tried to maintain an 
even 
style of play. 
"We've been 
trying  all year 
to
 
balance things 
out," Tully said.
 "I 
was
 pleased with 
our defense 
today and
 we had a 
Very good 
game offensively." 
The Spartans 
improved
 to 13-9 
overall.  The Tigers fell 
to
 9-2, los-
ing their
 second consecutive 
con-
test. 
In the first period, SJSU 
had 
some difficulty putting the ball in 
the goal. 
Nevertheless,
 with just 
over  a minute left in the 
period,  
Taylor
 scored her first goal 
of the 
match, 
putting  the 
Spartans 
ahead 
1-0. 
Early  in the 
second
 period, the
 
Spartans
 began 
to
 get into a 
rhythm  
offensively.  
Dottie West 
started
 the rally, 
scoring a 
goal with 6:40
 left in the 
second period. A 
minute later, 
sophomore  Christine Scott 
added 
to the 
Spartans'
 offensive domina-
tion 
with a goal of 
her own, 
extending the lead
 to 3-0. 
With four minutes 
remaining,  
Princeton 
committed
 an ordinary 
foul on Garcia, giving 
her a free 
shot on the goal. Garcia 
capital-
ized  
on
 the penalty, putting 
the 
Spartans 
ahead,  4-0. 
To end the 
half,  Taylor scored 
with five seconds 
left
 to give the 
Spartans a 5-0 lead. 
Throughout the first half, 
Princeton had 
trouble with its 
shooting  accuracy. Many of the 
Tigers' shots failed 
to
 reach the 
vicinity of the goal, and when they 
did, they were blocked by Nichols. 
Princeton, however, quickly 
picked up the pace in the second 
half, with its first goal of the 
match about a minute into third 
period. 
SJSU widened the margin to 7-
1, with goals by Taylor and Neva 
West, who scored after being 
dunked underwater by her 
defender. 
Scoring the final Spartan goal 
of the game was Inna 
Fedoseyeva
 
with 1:51 left in the third period,
 
giving the Spartans a comfortable 
8-2 lead. 
Rallying 
behind Adele 
McCarthy, the Tigers 
attempted  
to make a comeback, as they 
scored three goals in the fourth 
period. 
Even though 
McCarthy  scored 
photo  
by 
Sebastian 
Widmann 
/ 
Spartan  
Daily  
two 
of
 her
 team -leading
 
three 
goals in the 
final period, 
the 
mar-
gin was too 
difficult to 
overcome,
 
as 
Princeton  suffered its second 
loss of the 
season. 
With four games 
remaining  
before the postseason,
 Tully said 
his team needs to improve on a 
few aspects of its game. 
"The biggest thing 
we need to 
work on is getting our 
offense up 
and running," Tully said. "Staying 
focused is also a point of empha-
sis." 
The Spartans next game is at 
UCLA on March 27. 
Itogs 
Wendy's  n 
',.lota
 
.h.Lrintog 
applit.auons
 or 
MANAGERS
 
Excellent
 
Salary 
401(K), Bonus
 
Profit  
Sharing  
Health,  
Dental  & 
Life 
Vacations  
exp. 
hcipia 
In
 join our team 
mail 
or In 
to: 
635 
No.  First 
St.,  Ste A 
San 
Jose,  CA 
95112 
Fax: (408) 
293.9507
 
Phone:
 (408)
 293-9494
 
FOE 
don't  
believe
 
everything
 
you 
feel.
 
TREAT  
DEPRESSION
 
We'v Found
 
theillother Lo 
, 
.." 
'aides 
Opporthalty  at 
Tinware
 
Come join the new California Gold Rush! 
AS IC Dodge and 
Verification  Debar
 
In this position,
 you'll design,  simulate, 
and  debug large 
digital AS1Cs for an 
ATM passive optical network
 system 
You'll Ise involved in 
aiding and simulation of digital 
logic  
in Venlog 
HIM., synthesis & static timing amlwis 
using 
Synorisys 1 ktsign Compiler. 
Hamm 
 
BSEENSEE with IC 
development  experience 
 MI. 
Language,  
preferably
 Verilog 
 Strong 
digital skills 
 Experience 
with ATM, II', Ethernet, Synopsys 
Design 
Compiler. Prunaime,
 & Test Compiler a plus 
We pay a conyetitive base salary 
with high  potential 
stock options 
and a golden benefits package. 
We
 also 
offer a pleasant and 
omit
-finable working environment,
 
including  flexible hours, 
telecommuting,  free snacks 
and 
WSW] dress
 
To apply,
 please send a resume and 
cover  letter to. Email, 
ehoydeterawave
 corn. 205 Keller
 Street, Suite 202. 
Petaluma,  CA 94952 
EOE.
 
A gem of a 
Pry -1P0 
Start-Ilp, Terawave 
Ommitancations
 in 
our Petaluma, CA 
Design 
aver, in 
the 
heart  of the 
wine 
country,
 
possesses
 a billion 
dollar
 parole q 
potentialwith
 
strong 
capital
 
mauve 
backing, a 
shared
 
ektion
 the
 
technologyand a 
lumina offering 
that 
will  no 
doubt
 
become 
a bench-
mark 
for the Ihber 
(Vic Network
 
Access 
market 
in
 the Ito:
 so 
distant 
future.  
See the Goldmine
 at, WW4,18M814414081 
:1ERAWAVE 
COMMLIIIIC 411011
 I 
What  If...
 
you could Ca 
One 
of
 the 
Jw 
Make 
this
 a summer to 
remember!
 Join us for 
Summer 
Session  2000. Three 6
-week  sessions 
beginning May
 22. Call toll -free 
1-800-479-6692  
v.:tor
 visit our 
website  at mauicc.hawaii.edu. 
Maui Commu 
lintoernty  
of
 
a 
 
An
 eager 
mind, shades, and
 sunscreen 
suggested' 
 ol 
ge  
40,tiee 
CAREER
 
OPPORTUNITIES:
 
Founded in 1983, MA Laboratories is one of the 
top memory module 
manufacturer and PC components 
distributor in the United States. MA 
Labs
 
has been recognized as "the 
largest private company in Silicon 
Valley"  by 
Business  Journal in 1994. In 
1995, MA Labs received the
 President's 
commendation  for becoming one of 
the fast-growing private 
companies
 in the 
United States, 
I. Inside Domestic & International Sales: 
(Entry-level)
 
Good communication skills; BS/MS all 
majors  welcome. 
2. CPA: Specializes in 
taxation  and auditing; experienced in 
supervising 
A/P and AIR 
3. Accounting: (Entry -Level) BA in Accounting. 
4, Software Engineer: 
BS/MS  CS or 
relevant
 degree. 
5. Web 
Design:
 BS/MS degree 
Will participate in 
developing  
e-comerce  web
-site. 
Experienced
 in 
ASP, 
VB Script, IIS, NT, 
and web -database conecitivity
 
(using  
SQL 
Server
 6.50) 
6. Mechancial 
Engineer:
 BS/MS degree 
7. Technical Support 
Engineer: 
Experienced in PC 
hardware testing, configuration, and 
troubleshooting;
 
customer
 support on 
technical  questions. 
Please submit your resume to: 
MA 
LABS  
MA 
LABORATORIES,  INC. Attn: HR 
2075 N. 
Capitol
 
Avenue,  
San  Jose, 
CA 
95132  
Fax: (408) 941-0909 Phone: (408) 941-0808 Ext, 272 
Email:
 resume@malabs.com  Web
-site: 
http://www.malabs.com
 
Ns 
Student
 
charged
 
in
 
fight
 
Andi
 Anderson 
DAILY STAFF
 WRITER 
A San Jose State University 
student
 was charged for bat-
tery early Friday 
morning after 
attending a 
fraternity function 
on 10th 
Street. 
Omar Smith, 21, 
was identi-
fied by the victims,
 arrested for 
battery and 
later  released, 
police
 reports confirmed. 
According to Errol Ozgalda, 
vice president of Sigma Chi, 
two young men  Smith and a 
friend  came to the fraternity 
Thursday night and 
were 
asked to leave because they 
were not
 invited. 
Police said the two men 
refused 
to leave and a physical 
altercation ensued. 
The pair  Smith and an 
unidentified person  left the 
fraternity and about 20 min-
utes later returned to Sigma 
Chi with more than 20 or more 
men, 
according  to police. 
Fights broke 
out and three 
people 
were left with minor 
injuries. 
Sgt. Tine Villarica of the 
University
 Police Department 
said 
Smith  refuted that he had 
brought 20 
guys
 back with him 
to Sigma 
Chi.  
Smith was 
unavailable for 
comment. 
Josh Rowley, a 
member of 
Sigma Chi, said 
both sides of 
the confrontation 
appeared to 
have had a little
 too much to 
drink. 
"It was just 
a misunder-
standing." Rawley said. "We're 
not holding any grudges at all." 
Ozgalda described Sigma
 
Chi as a peaceful 
house. 
"Sigma Chi did their best to 
eliminate the 
problems from 
the start," Villarica said. 
San Jose 
State  University 
Colleen 
Flood, left, a senior at San Jose State 
University and a volunteer for Black Masque, plays 
hot potato with Reyna Torrecillas, 11, and
 the other 
children who live in InnVision 
Villa, during a birthday 
Masque
 
continued
 from pagel 
still growing." 
Cheryl Hodge, 13, said it is 
good and bad living at InnVision 
Villa. 
"I don't like that there are a lot 
of kids running around acting 
wild," she said. "But I 
do
 like that 
I get to 
meet  new people." 
Hodge said 
she does enjoy the 
monthly birthday parties and 
looks forward to her own. 
A total of 24 kids live 
at 
InnVision Villa, 
ages 18 months to 
15 years. 
Lexgy Swall / Spartan Dai4 
party Saturday. InnVision Villa was opened in 
August
 of 1999. It houses low income families for 
up to 
two years. 
"The older kids look out for the 
younger kids," said Sommerlad. 
"Just 
watch  them play musical 
chairs or pin -the
-tail -on -the -don-
key." 
"Most of the time it's wonderful 
here," said Judith Pelanche, the 
resident manager of InnVision 
Villa. 
"But, with 24 kids and their 
mothers, when they have compa-
ny, 
my 
goodness,
 the place 
shakes," she 
continued. 
They  lead each other to the 
donkey on the wall or help the lit-
tle ones snag a chair in musical 
chairs, she said. 
Pelanche said the villa is not 
without generous community sup-
port. 
The neighborhood 
association
 
and the 
campus  police both adopt-
ed all the children
 for Christmas 
and provided gifts, food and 
Christmas trees, she said. 
And the fraternity next door, 
Kappa Sigma, took the children to 
a basketball game Friday. 
For Black Masque, it has been 
a pleasure to put smiles on the 
children's faces through monthly 
birthday
 parties. 
"It's nice to interact with the 
kids and see them having fun," 
said Sara 
Ballesteros,
 secretary 
of Black Masque. "I think
 they 
had a lot of fun,
 and I had fun 
too." 
San
 
Jose  
State
 
University
 
College  
of 
Business
 
One
 
Year
 
MBA
 
Program
 
New 
12
-month
 
Daytime
 
MBA
-One
 
Program
 
Program
 
starts
 
August
 
2000
 
Open
 
to 
All  
Majors
 
www.cob
 
sjsu.edu/graduate
 
Information
 
Meetings
 on 
Campus
 
Wednesday,
 March 22,
 12:00 -1:00 
p.m.
 
On SJSU 
campus  en 
BC
 120 
Thursdays, 
March 23 and 
30,6:00 p.m. 
Off
-campus
 College 
of
 Business 
at  
180 Rose 
Orchard
 Way, San 
Jose 
V 
itce4
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Only the
 best wear the 
Masque... 
...can you? 
Requirements
 include a rninumum of 
90
 units and a 3.0 GPA 
Encourage
 fellowship
 
Enrich 
local  communities 
Enhance leadership
 skills 
Motivate
 individual 
success 
Promote 
life-long 
friendships  
Recognize
 
accomplishments
 
Tradition unique to SJSU 
for
 70 
years  
To apply
 contact:
 
Jan Ilagemann 
408.924.2954
 
sjsublackmasque@pobox.com
 
Party  
continued
 from poget 
March 8, Jose 
Martinez, an inde-
pendent 
candidate  for A.S. presi-
dent, accused 
Davila  of asking 
him not to run 
so
 as not to divide 
the Latino vote. 
Adams said 
Davila  asked him 
not to run and 
offered  to train 
him for the 
presidential  position,
 
which he could then
 run for next 
year. 
"It's similar to 
what  he did to 
Jose," 
Adams  said, referring to 
Martinez.
 
"I know Leo
 from outside, 
and 
he told me, 'anything I 
do,  don't 
take it personally' " Adams
 said. 
"Leo
 has basically gone and done 
what  he said he 
would."  
Adams said he thinks 
Davila  
may have threatened Higgins, 
who in turn dropped out 
of the 
party and claimed Adams was 
not fit to 
be
 A.S. president. 
"I don't know anything about 
Paul, to be honest,"
 Davila said. 
"Paul thinks I know 
something,  
but I really don't." 
Higgins said Davila did dig up 
some 
"dirt"
 on him, which he said 
turned out to be false. 
"It's all 
politics,  and quite hon-
estly, I'm figuring out why stu-
dents don't want to run for poli-
tics," Adams said. 
Adams 
said Higgins convinced 
Martinez
 and Boyer to drop out 
of the party by using the pretense 
of Adams not being qualified for 
the position. 
"If there's anyone not qualified 
for their position, it's Kelly," 
Adams said. "I haven't seen her 
"Leo (Davila) has 
basically gone and 
done what he said 
he
 would." 
Glenn 
Adams 
candidate for 
A.S. president 
at a 
single
 meeting." 
Adams  said even though he 
and Boyer were in the same 
party, he had
 seen her only once. 
Boyer could not be reached tor 
comment. 
Maribel said she felt she 
would be better serving the stu-
dent body by not 
supporting 
Adams, citing a lack of communi-
cation and motivation 
on Adams' 
part. 
When asked about who she  is 
now supporting for A.S. presi-
dent, Maribel 
was  not willing to 
say, and she also 
said she did not 
know if 
any members of the 
SJSU Party had been approached 
by 
Davila
 to drop out of the party. 
"I didn't realize that running 
for A.S. was 
such a political 
thing," Adams 
said. "I've never 
had this 
much  stress put on me." 
Adams said he had become 
physically ill because of what he 
called Davila's 
dirty politics, but 
said it felt 
good
 to talk about it. 
The A.S. 
elections
 are sched-
uled to take place
 March 22 and 
23. 
Read
 the
 
Daily  
Online 
at 
www.spartandaily.org
 
-a 
Get
 
Smarter
 
This  Summer!
 
-i
 
On 
Campus  or 
Online
 
 Short Sessions
 
/ 
 
Quick
 
Credit  
 Graduate Sooner 
 
r40 
4644:4  
144',40 
San  Jose State 
UNIVERSITY
 
CONTINUING
 EDUCATION 
Earn one 
unit  
a week
  3, 6, 9 
or
 12 -week sessions
 
Classes
 start 
May 30, 
June 
19, 
July  10 
and 
July 31 
TOUCHTONE
 
REGISTRATION
 
BEGINS
 
MARCH 20 
FREE 
SCHEDULES  ON 
CAMPUS
 
or
 
Call 408-924-2630 
E-mail info@cemailsjsu.edu 
Visit 
www.conted.sjsu.edu
 
Courses are open
 to all adults. 
You do not have to 
already
 attend SJSU to participate. 
  
oter
 
Guide
 
Independent
 
Glenn
 
Adams
 
Age:
 22 
Major:
 Kinesiology
 
Background:
 
Current
 
national
 
communications
 
coordinator
 for
 
Inter
-residence
 Hall 
Association  
President
 
The 
president  is 
the chief 
executive
 officer 
and  
official
 
representative
 
of
 
the 
A.S.
 The president
 is 
responsible
 for carrying out 
the 
execution
 
of all leg-
islation,
 which
 includes
 the 
coordination
 of the 
A.S. 
committees.
 The 
presi-
dent
 is also 
responsible
 for 
submitting
 the 
budget  and 
filling the
 
vacancies
 
and 
appointments
 
with
 the 
approval  
of
 the A.S.
 Board 
of 
Directors.
 
"I'm  
willing  
to 
make
 
sacrifices
 to 
make  
things  
work."  
Bio  
11.1111 
AdallIS 
said he 
feels 
working  as 
a 
coordinator
 
for the 
Inter
-residence
 
Hall  
Association  
has
 prepared
 
him 
to become 
A.S. 
President.  
He 
said he 
is 
willing
 to 
hear  
out 
all  ideas 
and not
 ignore 
them 
because  they
 do not 
coin-
cide
 
with
 his
 
own.
 
Adams
 
decided  
to 
run 
because
 he 
feels 
he
 can 
make 
positive
 
changes,  
such 
as 
increasing
 
student  
awareness
 
and  
involvement
 in 
school 
spir-
it.
 
Adams'
 
residency
 at 
SJSU  
is
 
a 
strong 
factor 
for 
running.
 
Goals
 
Adams
 has 
one 
main  
focus:  
a 
commitment
 to 
have 
every  
student  
and 
voice  
forwarded
 
to A.S.
 
representa-
tion. 
His 
party 
wants 
to initiate
 
communication
 
between
 
San  
 
Measure
 
P 
1
 n 
the upcoming
 Associated
 Students
 elec-
tion.
 Measure "1r 
is a referendum 
calling 
for 
an
 $18 
increase  in 
A.S.  
Fees.  
The 
money 
would  
go to fund a new com-
puter
 lah and 
other  
technological
 enhance-
ments.
 such as 
improving  the 
Laptop  Rental 
Program that
 is currently in 
place. 
Measure "P" 
states,
 "Technology 
access is 
key to the 
educational  
success
 of San Jose
 
State University
 students. 
A 
new  
state  
of 
the art A.S. computer lab 
and 
sponsored
 services,
 
with  access 
to
 all 
students,
 
will create
 :I major impact 
on our success 
..."
 
Six 
di,Ilar: 
trilm
 
the $18
 fee 
will be required 
by
 
('St
 ' policy to he given 
to financial aid pro-
grams, 
such
 as 
work-study  and 
A.S. scholar-
ships.
 
Along with tlw 
computer lab,
 Measure "P" 
promises
 24 -hour service, 
a minimum of' 100 
computer stations 
and 
professional  tech 
sup-
port. 
Opponents
 to Measure 
"P" agree techno-
logical 
advancements  are 
needed
 at 
S.1S1T, but 
questions  are raised around 
the 
writing
 of the 
referendum.  
"Adding
 a technological
 advantage would 
give the students 
and campus a competitive 
angle. 
However,  different options 
should be 
considered  for allocating the 
required
 funds," 
wrote Maribel Martinez, a 
candidate  fur 
Director
 
of Campus
 Climate
 Affiiirs. 
The 
reffirendum
 does 
iii it
 explain 
what  will 
happen to the 
current computer lab 
facilities or 
why the fee increqese
 is as high as it is. 
 
MeasureQ
 
Mmestere
 "Q" is on the ballot as a 
referendum
 to rename the 
Student Union 
to the Cesar E. 
Chavez Student 
Union.  
Those in favor of 
Measure  "Q" say it will 
help show 
the diversity our campus 
encompasses.
 
The measure states, "At 
San  Jose State 
University. there are few structural sym-
bols that 
represent
 its 
commitment 
to 
diversity.  
This student advisory measure to 
rename the Student Union after Cesar 
Chavez shall provide! SJSU with our clear 
position to diversify the names on 
University  
buildings."
 
Amajority
 of votes one way or anoth-
er will neither change the name or 
allow it to remain as the Student 
Union.
 
The fact of the matter is, the 
decision on 
to 
change
 
the name to 
the Cesar E. 
Chavez
 
Student
 Union lies in the hands of 
a 
university
 committee, not within 
Measure
 
"Q",
 
Gabe
 
Reyes,  assistant  to the president 
on 
campus
 
climate', had previously told 
the
 
Spartan
 
Daily the committee could 
take
 
into
 
consideration  what voters say, 
but
 
the
 
student
 population
 checking 
"Yes"  
or 
"No"
 
will  
not  necessarily influence 
the 
committee
 
either
 
way.
 
Complied
 by 
Mike 
Osegueda  
-Jose  
State  
University
 and 
the 
city 
of San
 Jose 
to 
discuss  
the 
current
 
parking
 
problems  
of the
 
campus.
 
Extending
 
that 
communica-
tion 
with 
students
 
and  A 
Sis  
another
 
major 
goal 
of
 
Adam',
 
Independent
 
Age:25 
Major:
 History, Social
 
Science 
Background:
 Has been
 at 
SJSU since
 1997, 
entering  
teacher 
credential  
program
 
Age:
 22 
Major:  
Public 
Administration
 
Background:
 
Current  
A.S.  
President,
 former
 A.S. 
director  
of 
California 
State 
Affairs,  vice 
chair  of 
the  board 
of 
directors.  
Jose
 
Martinez
 
Spartan
 
Party
 
Leo  
Davila
 
"We 
're 
passing
 more 
socially
-conscious
 
resolutions,
 
which
 we 
haven't
 
done
 in 
the 
past"  
Bio  
co Davila 
is seeking a 
sec-
ond term 
as
 A.S. president.
 
j 
 
  The 
senior  is concerned 
about 
being reelected because
 as 
the
 low success an 
incumbent
 
president
 has had. 
He decide
 to seek re-election
 to 
further
 the 
goals
 of 
his  
adminis-
tration.
 
Davila
 
said
 with
 a 
year  of 
campus
 
politics  
under
 his 
belt, 
he 
doesn't
 
want
 
people
 to 
vote 
for  
him 
based
 on 
experience,
 
but 
because
 he 
feels  
he
 is the
 most
 
qualified  
candidate
 for
 the 
job.  
Goals  
Davila is a staunch 
supporter 
of the 24 -hour computer lab 
lend
 
is
P, which is the 
legislation  needed for the project. 
One of his biggest goals 
is to have 
student
 
advocacy and voice pre-
sented to the campus audience. 
"I'nt
 going 
to 
produce,
 and 
that is 
why I 
feel  I'd 
he 
the  best 
candidate."
 
Bio 
The
 
Jacksonville,  
Alabama 
native
 says he 
has had 
to
 
view 
situations
 with an 
open 
mind, 
due.
 
to Ins 
Cuban  and 
Vietnamese
 
heritage.
 
He 
said 
he 
sees progress as 
short-term  
gains  and 
not  just the 
long-term
 
goals
 
of
 A.S. 
Martinez 
feels  his 
indepen-
dent ticket is what
 the student 
body wants. 
since.  he sees himself' 
as 
someone  who is more than a 
politician. 
He not only 
wants to change 
the 
perceptions of
 
AS.,
 but the 
student 
perception
 of it as 
well. 
Goals  
Martinez's
 
pet protect 
is
 to 
pull 
the same 
funds that 
would  
be
 used for the 
proposed 
24
-hour  
computer lab
 
and
 utilize the 
money to fund
 a 
24 -hour
 library. 
%%Ants
 to be a 
strong advocate 
oft 
he
 promot ion 
ut 
SJSI 
"s
 diversified 
campus.
 
Ibm 
graduating
 senior
 wants 
to be known  as 
the students' 
vi ice. instead 
of having the 
title' 
of president.
 The
 
abolishment  of 
the plus- 
minus grading 
system 
a pa 
Hazen 
Haggis 
Vice 
President  
As chairperson of the A.S. 
Board  of Directors,  the vice president's duties include being 
the liaison between the legislative and
 executive
 branches. The
 job entails keeping a 
complete 
and permanent record of the A.S. bylaws 
and legislation passed by the board. 
Independent
 
Sundown
 
Hazen  
Bio
 
Startest
 attending San Jose State University in the Fall of 1999. The art and design 
student was
 a publicity officer for
 Joe Vest  
Hall, 
and 
wants  to 
extend  his 
leadership  
to the A.S. Sees teamwork and C011111111111cation as the components to A.S. success. 
Goals 
Hazen
 wants to promote
 A.S. leadership by the utilization of the A.S. 55 Awards and 
KNJS.
 The current Resident Adviser Iiir Markham Hall wants to draw 
on
 listening 
skills, 
encouraging
 diversity  
and  offiring 
opinions
 for the job. 
Spartan
 
Party
 
Franklin  
Haggas  
Bio 
Haggles,
 a 20 -year-old junior, is an international business
 major and will draw on his 
experience as a director of the Student ['Mon, Inc. and chairman ()fits personnel com-
mittee.
 Has participated on the rugby and sailing teams. 
Goa I s 
Simports
 alternative modes of transport,itimi. 
while focusing on voicing students' 
concerns to the A.S. 
Board  of Directors. Ilaggas wants to make sure San Jose State 
University
 will continue to 
provide
 education, instead of turning into a trade school. 
Controller  
The controller is 
the  chief financial
 officer of the
 A.S. The  
controller
 administers the 
financial
 affairs. Along with being responsible
 for
 the 
execution  
of all fiscal
 
legislation  
passed by the Board of 
Directors, the 
controller submits a report of 
the A.S.
 General 
Fund to the 
board  on a weekly basis. 
Partida
 
Independent
 
Rigo
 Partida 
The
 28 -year
-old 
double 
major  in History and Social 
Science.
 values the importance of 
education and 
the 
process
 of 
communication
 that goes along
 with it. As an inde-
pendent candidate, he 
values  different ideas and input from 
students.
 
particle
 feels the A.S. is doing a poor 
job  and says the 24 -hour 
computer lab miss-
es the mark when addressing student needs. He is in 
favor  of a 24 -hour library 
and is unhappy with the amount of money
 left in this year's budget. 
Spartan  
Party
 
Carlos  
Aguirre 
guirre is a 20 -year -old economics major and the
 incumbent candidate for con-
troller. He wants to further his work as the chairman 
of the finance committee 
and member of the 
Califorla  State Student Association. 
guirre
 is seeking more money for student organizations 
and  extending Student Union 
hours while finding ways 
to increase student space. He supports the 24 -hour
 student 
Aguirre  
lab, student advocacy and 
the creation of Union policies to  better serve
 students. 
Source: 
A.S. voter information guide and interviews 
Compiled by Erin Mayes 
his
 
Spartan
 Party 
is 
committed  
to 
increasing  
technology,
 
student  
land 
usage 
and 
provide 
more 
opportunities
 for
 student
 recre-
ation.  
More
 A.S. 
scholarships
 and 
alternative
 
transportation
 
alter-
natives 
rounds 
out his 
platform.  
 
Directors
 
Director of Business Affairs:
 
The liaison between Associated Students and 
the A.S. 
Print  Shop and Business offices. Also 
responsible for assisting the A.S. Controller with 
revisions to budget policies. Candidate: Amy 
White -Clark (Spartan Party) 
Director of Campus Advising Affairs: 
Responsible for working with the Directors of 
Legislative Affairs, Governing Affairs, Student 
Resource Affairs, Faculty Affairs and Student 
Rights and Responsibilities on proposals to the 
A.S. Board that would initiate change
 in acade-
mic policies related to curriculum and research, 
general education, continuing education and aca-
demic advising. Candidate: Daniel J Zajac 
(Spartan
 Party)
 
Director
 of Campus Climate Affairs: 
The liaison 
between  ethnic /cultural, interna-
tional and non-traditional student 
groups.
 
Expected
 to stay updated on current
 CSU 
and 
&1St affirmative action policies and procedure's. 
Candidates: Ma rim's'! Martinez (Imkpendent)and 
Lisa Rows (Spartan Party) 
Director of Communications:
 
Assists the directors in publicizing A.S. activi-
ties and is responsible for the AS. monthly 
newsletter. Candidate: Jennifer Boreknave 
(Spartan Party)
 
Director of Community Affairs: 
Responsible for reporting any decisions con-
cerning or proposing 
changes  in policies that 
would affect the campus community 
to the A.S. 
Board. Candidate: Michelle, 
Johnson  (Spartan 
Party) 
Director of Extracurricular
 Affairs: 
The liaison between the A.S. and the depart-
ment of 
intercollegiate athletics, human perfor-
mance department,
 A.S. Campus Recreation 
Program and sports -oriented 
student  organiza-
tions. 
Candidates:  Mary Jam, Csermelyi
 (Spartan 
Party) and Reggie 
Candler  (Independent) 
Director of Faculty 
Affairs:  
Responsible  for reporting
 proposed changes 
in 
milicies  concerning
 faculty retention,
 tenure., pro-
motion, 
post -tenure, merit 
pay, student 
evalua-
tions
 and reviews of 
faculty.  Candidate: 
Samuel 
T 
t'asas  (Spartan
 
Party)  
Director of Governing 
Affairs:
 
Responsible for reporting decisions
 
regarding
 
the 
governance  of SJSU and
 the structure and 
power  of the colleges
 and departments
 to the 
Board
 of Directors. 
Candidate:
 Akbar Shetty 
(Spartan
 
Party)  
Director of Legislative Affairs: 
Responsible
 for 
presenting  
information
 to the 
AS. Board regarding decisions
 and 
proposed  
changes in the policies of the CSU
 
system,
 the 
California State Student 
Association
 and 
the 
California  State 
Legislature 
that would 
affect
 
SJSU. 
Candidates:
 Kelly 
Boyer  
(Independent)
 
and 
Anthony 
Drummond
 (Spartan 
Party) 
Director  of 
Programming
 Affairs: 
Serves as an A.S. Board 
representative
 
to 
the 
Finance  
Committee.  
Candidate:
 Lorenzo 
Deueza 
(Spartan
 Party) 
Director 
of
 Student 
Fee 
Affairs:
 
The 
liaison 
between
 A.S. 
and the 
Student
 
Union 
Board of Directors,
 
Student
 
Health
 
Advisory Committee 
and 
Child 
Development
 
Center.
 
Candidates:  
Raul  
Higgins
 
(Independent)
 
and 
Corina 
Herrera
 (Spartan  
Party) 
Director
 of 
Student  
Resource  
Affairs:  
The 
liaison 
between  
A.S.
 and 
Admissions
 and 
Records  
/Student  
Resource  
Center, 
Financial
 Aid 
Office,
 
Student
 
Outreach  
and 
Recruitment
 
Center 
and  the Learning 
CenterCandidate:
 
Marisa 
Rodriguez (Spartan  
Party) 
Director
 of Student 
Rights
 
and  
Responsibilities
 
Responsible
 for
 submitting
 
proposals  
to
 the 
A.S. 
Board  for change in 
academic
 
policies.
 
Candidate:  Rishi
 Saran (Spartan
 Party) 
Compiled  
by 
Pristine  
Locaratti
 
 
I 
San 
Jose 
State  Univet
 sity 
CFA 
continued 
from pagel 
affairs 
specialist 
at CSU 
Hayward 
and a Bay 
Area
 native 
who 
received his 
education in 
California 
before the
 crunch. 
"The CSU 
operates in a 
crisis -
management  reactive 
mode,  not 
adequately planning 
for the 
future," 
Goetz'
 said. "Now they 
are
 scrambling around 
looking 
for a solution such as year -
around school, 
with  the tidal 
wave upon them, but they knew 
Tidal Wave II was out there off 
shore for a long time." 
Goetzl said 
California had the 
best higher education 
system in 
the country. He said a highly 
educated
 populace used to 
be 
seen 
as a social value in 
California  
which  
strove  to pro-
vide
 as much 
education  as possi-
ble for as 
many
 as possible.
 
"Then the 
focus started to 
shift away from 
higher education
 
being
 a right, to a 
more individu-
alistic
 approach 
where  
education
 
is seen 
as
 ii privilege 
for those 
who can afford 
it," he said. 
But some 
CSU  
students
 such 
as 
SJSU's  
Michelle
 Johnson, 
a 
sophomore,  and 
new  director on 
Associated
 Students 
board, feel 
access  to the 
university 
is too 
easy and
 the standard
 too low. 
"They 
let  anyone in 
here," she 
said with dismay. 
Throughout 
Tuesday's
 long 
program   12 
hours from 
start  
to finish, relieved by a 
few breaks 
 faculty, current and 
retired, as 
well as staff, students, and
 mem-
bers of 
community interest 
groups
 
hammered 
on the five 
key crises from many 
perspec-
tives. 
But no one during
 the day's 
exhaustive
 proceedings appeared 
to exact an effect like keynote 
speaker Ralph Nader, who 
packed the Music Auditorium to 
standing
 room 
only at noon. 
Fans, the just 
plain curious 
and 
many
 students  
there  thr 
extm-credit  sat through 90 
minutes
 of 
vintage  Nader, as he 
upbraided corporate America, 
chastised
 the government for its 
waste and myopia,
 and 
exhorting  
citizetlIT61bite 
up theit cltinindo 
democratic 
duties.  
"Big  business is on 
a collision 
course with 
American  democra-
cy," said
 Nader, as he 
enumerated  
the ills threatening
 public higher 
education  
particularly 
in 
California.
 
Some 
members 
of
 the audi-
ence were
 mesmerized 
by
 Nader. 
"He's  
inspiring
 and 
effective,"
 
said
 Ian Moore,
 a computer 
sci-
ence 
student. 
Linda 
Valdes, an 
SJSU math 
and 
computer  
science
 professor, 
said 
Nader  has 
always
 been her 
hero, as she 
sat rapt, listening
 to 
the consumer 
advocate icon. 
But  a 
cynical
 graduate
 stu-
dent, 
Mike  
Macarelli,
 said he 
was  
waiting
 to see 
what  Nader's
 
issues 
were  in the 
21st
 century. 
"I think a 
lot of people
 don't 
take 
him seriously
 anymore,"
 
Macarelli  said.
 "I think 
he's  try-
ing to 
reinvent
 
himself."
 
"I want to 
see what he 
(Nader)  
says
 about the 
CSU  and if it 
jibes 
with  my 
own 
experience,"
 
Macarelli
 added. 
Nader 
said 
corporatization
 
and 
commercialization
 
are tight-
ening 
their  
grip
 on 
higher
 educa-
tion, 
selfishly  
chasing
 their 
own 
parochial interests on 
campuses
 
and setting agendas, while 
not 
giving back their fair 
share  in 
taxes to the general 
public  fund. 
"Every  year the grip of 
com-
mercialization and corporatiza-
tion on public higher 
education  
gets worse. And every year the 
role of 
the administrators 
becomes more prominent, while 
the role of the faculty and stu-
dents becomes less," he said. 
Nader illustrated the declin-
ing state of higher education in 
California with a vivid compara-
tive example
  the kind of vin-
tage Nader material 
that is 
almost a trademark
 of the con-
sumer advocate and crusader. 
"It's really quite stunning" 
said Nader, "that the Pentagon 
doesn't want any more B-2 
bombers because they have lost 
their strategic value, but the 8-2 
bomber manufacturers pres-
sured Congress to let
 them pro-
duce 10 more B-2 bombers at $2 
billion each. 
"This  year, the entire budget 
for the CSU is about $2.3 billion 
 or just a little more than the 
cost of one of those 8-2 bombers. 
This is a misallocation of public 
benefits," Nader said.
 
The public crusader
  and 
former consumer advocate  
went on to cite other "striking" 
examples of misallocated 
public 
funds,  such as 
California's
 huge 
outlay
 to the state's criminal jus-
tice system that 
currently  eats 
up 9 percent of the 
state  budget 
 which is 
more
 than the 
amount
 allocated for higher
 pub-
lic 
education  in California,
 he 
noted. 
Nader 
also  railed 
against
 
downgrading
 of the liberal
 arts 
in favor of 
vocational  
skills
 train-
ing, the
 devaluing 
of faculty by 
an 
abundance  of 
part-time  hires
 
within  the 
CSU,  and 
meager  
library
 
budgets.
 
Nader does not
 welcome high-
tech 
libraries  where 
paper  books 
are 
replaced  by 
computer  
screens. 
Nader 
and  CSU 
faculty  say 
they 
want  a public 
dialogue,
 
reevaluating
 the 
meaning
 and 
mission
 of higher 
education  in 
the 
21st  century. 
They
 say the 
purpose of the 
CRT  hearings at 
..R.iSU
 wad to wake 
the  public up 
to 
the changes going
 on within 
the system. 
"Few people 
among the 
gener-
al 
public  and the 
policy -makers 
of California
 understand 
what  
has  happened 
to the CSU," 
said  
Van Aken,
 a member
 of the 
California
 State 
University -
Emeritus
 and 
Retired
 Faculty 
Association 
(CSU-ERFA). 
"People 
see the 
same
 old 
buildings on 
the same old 
cam-
puses and 
assume  that life 
and 
learning
 go on 
in
 the CSU 
just as 
they always 
have,"  he said. 
"If 
we are to 
stop
 the degra-
dation 
and 
deterioration  
of
 our 
campuses,
 we 
must  inform 
the 
public 
of
 what has 
happened 
and of the
 dire 
consequences
 of 
the corporate
 model," 
Van  Aken 
said. 
Students,
 such
 as 
Carolyn  
St.
 
Jean,
 a 
graduating  
senior 
in 
SJSU's 
graphic 
arts 
program,  
understand
 the 
full 
effect
 of 
crumbling  
infrastructure
 and 
Impaction
 
within
 the 
system. 
SJSU's
 graphic
 arts 
program 
is 
well-known
 
among  
students.  
Almost
 everyone
 
on
 campus
 
knows
 
someone
 who 
tried 
and 
failed 
to get 
into the 
extremely
 
specialized  
and elite
 program,
 
said 
Peter  Mendes, 
a fine arts 
senior. 
"They 
take about 
25
 students 
from a 
pool
 of around 
225 hope-
fuls,"  said 
Pam  
Leatherman,
 who
 
is one of 
the lucky 
ones who
 
made 
it. 
"But  once you 
get in, there
 is 
nothing  to 
work  with." 
she  said. 
"We
 haven't got 
easy access to 
color printers and
 state of the art 
graphics  
software
 that 
industry  
demands." 
Leatherman's  
colleague,  St. 
Jean, 
said nearby 
companies in 
"Multimedia  
Gulch"  
south of 
San Francisco
  are 
avidly  seek-
ing graphic
 arts 
graduates  to 
walk into top 
jobs that 
employers  
find hard to fill. 
"We could 
fill that 
need
 and 
enhance
 our 
reputation,  
but
 the 
university  is not 
responding," she 
said.  
The 
corporate 
paradigm 
loomed large
 Tuesday, as 
Nader  
and CFA 
members 
reiterated
 
their concern 
about the model
 
that treats 
students as both 
con-
sumers and
 products, and in 
the 
process does 
not treat faculty as 
professionals 
but  more as 
replaceable parts. 
"How
 we (faculty)
 are treated 
is directly linked to 
how the CSU 
values its students,"
 Goetzl said. 
One 
of
 the day's 
speakers, 
Mary Burgan,
 an executive 
offi-
cer of the 
American  
Association
 
of
 University 
Professors,  sat on 
the panel
 hearing 
testimony   
and 
gave testimony 
toward the 
end of 
the  program. 
Burgan 
urged 
faculty,
 staff 
and 
students to organize
 against 
the corporatizing
 machine that is 
robbing the
 university of its 
soul. 
After the
 program, 
Goetzl
 
acknowledged that
 no mention 
was  made about 
auxiliaries  with-
in the CSU 
 including 
student  
government
-corporations  
which
 
are both 
governments  and self-
sustaining 
business auxiliaries
 
that 
contribute  to the 
universi-
ty's 
mission
  floating 
bonds  to 
leverage
 major 
projects,  and 
indebting
 students 
into
 the 
future.
 
 
SJSU's 
Associated  Students 
became incorporated
 in the mid -
'90s.
 
Any enrolled 
student in the 
CSU is 
automatically  a 
non-prof-
it 
shareholder
 in a 
CSU  govern-
ment
-corporation  
which
 is run by 
an
 Associated 
Students  Board 
of 
Directors.
 
Tuesday's
 CFA 
hearings
 were 
billed as 
open to the 
public,  but 
CFA 
member
 Lillian 
Taiz
 of CSU 
Los 
Angeles,  who 
helped  chair 
and
 organize 
the event,
 stood by 
the 
door of the
 large 
conference  
room
 in the 
Engineering  
building 
where  the 
hearings  
were
 held, 
and 
had everyone
 entering
 the 
room  sign a 
register,  stating
 their 
name, 
telephone 
number 
and 
address.  
The next CFA
 public 
hearing  
is scheduled
 for CSU 
Los Angeles 
on May 
9. 
Like 
Tuesday's 
event, it 
will 
coincide 
with  a 
meeting
 of the 
CSU 
Board 
of Trustees
 sched-
uled 
at
 CSU-LA 
the  same 
day.
 
Near 
the end of 
Tuesday's 
hearings,  
Jorge  
Gonzales,
 a social 
worker and 
board  member
 of the 
San Jose 
Unified 
School
 District, 
gave 
some
 feisty testimony,
 inter-
acting  with 
the  audience. 
"Has 
anyone seen 
a trustee 
here 
today?"
 he 
asked.  
There 
was  no 
response.  
Execs
 
continued
 from pagel 
and two for the 
controller offices. 
Incumbent A.S.
 president, Leo 
Davila, who 
is running for reelec-
tion under the 
Spartan  Party plat-
form, said his 
main
 goal at the 
beginning of his term
 was to bet-
ter represent what the 
students 
wanted.  
"We're passing 
more  socially 
conscious  resolutions, 
which  we 
haven't done 
in
 the past," 
Davila
 
said. 
He cited the 
A.S.
 Board's con-
demnation of hate crimes
 as an 
example. 
Davila said he hopes to be 
reelected so 
he
 can help imple-
ment some 
projects
 he helped to 
start, such as a 24
-hour computer 
lab. 
Davila said students 
should  not 
vote for him 
because  he's the 
most  
experienced 
candidate,  but 
because he knows
 the ins -and -
outs of Associated 
Students.  
"I have the most knowledge
 of 
A.S. and campus politics," 
Davila  
said. "I don't want to say that 
only 
AS. insiders should have access to 
the candidacy, but 
you can get 
walked all over by the 
administra-
tion."
 
He said while his 
opponents  
want  to implement new 
programs, 
they 
should realize that
 may not 
be
 possible. 
"Student  funds are student 
funds 
and  this isn't a piggy
 bank 
to
 go spending as 
you  please," 
Davila said. "My concern 
is having 
someone who doesn't
 know that in 
here." 
Glenn Adams is 
running
 for 
president as well and 
said A.S. is 
not 
currently  pulling its weight. 
"I
 want to 
see  some 
changes
 
happen,"  Adams 
said. "There is 
a 
lack of 
athletics
 for students 
and a 
lack of 
school  spirit." 
Adams holds the
 position of 
National 
Communications
 
Coordinator 
for the 
Inter -
Residence
 Hall Association,
 which 
he said is 
similar
 to being 
A.S.  
president.  
He said 
there  are other 
reasons
 
he 
would  make a good 
president. 
"I kflow how
 to listen to 
people," 
Adams said. "I'm willing ,to 
make 
sacrifices
 to make 
things work." 
He said he 
considered  running 
for 
Vice President, 
but his party 
affiliate, 
Sundown
 Hazen, said 
he 
wanted to run 
for vice president.
 
Jose 
Martinez  is the third 
can-
didate for 
president and is 
run-
ning 
independently.
 
"I'm the type of guy
 who likes 
going for home 
runs,"  Martinez 
said.
 "Whether I 
strikeout
 or not, I 
feel 
I have to take the
 risk." 
Martinez 
said he would 
make  
an able president
 because he 
does-
n't plan to tackle
 too many large 
projects that may
 not be feasible. 
"I'm not going 
after the big, 
long
 projects," Martinez 
said.  
He is interested in 
bringing in 
more
 concerts and cultural
 events 
and said he 
thinks older students
 
need 
more
 representation. 
"I  think they're
 feeling left out," 
Martinez said. 
Asked why he is 
the best candi-
date,  Martinez asked, "Is 
there a 
certain 
experience  you need to 
be
 
president 
of A.S.? I don't think 
you 
do. 
"I'm going to 
produce,  and 
that's why I feel 
I'd be the best 
candidate," Martinez said. 
Sundown Hazen is 
running  for 
vice president in the 
former  SJSU 
Party. 
g 
nfl 
"thanks
 is not 
enough.
 We 
never  
met
 her but
 we 
wish  her 
a 
lifetime
 of 
happiness."
 
As 
an 
egg donor 
you  can 
help  
do 
something
 good 
far 
others.  If you're 
between
 the
 
ages
 
of
 21 
- 33, 
and would like
 to 
find
 out 
more about the 
egg
 donation
 
process,
 please 
call
 us. 
Compensation
 for your 
time  and 
commitment
 in 
this
 
confidential
 process
 ranges
 from 
$4000
 to $4500
 
per 
donation.
 
Reproductive
 
Science  
Center'  
11601:row C.intion 
Rod, Suite ISO 
San 
ibmon,  CA 
94583 
(925)86741W
 x161 
Hazen served
 in hall 
govern-
ment as 
a publicity
 officer 
and  
said in 
his  candidate
 statement
 he 
wants  to use 
teamwork  to 
be effec-
tive 
in A.S. 
He
 said he 
plans to 
contribute  his 
own views 
and  keep 
students
 informed
 of the 
services
 
SJSU provides. 
Franklin 
Haggas  is 
Hazen's 
' 
opponent
 for vice 
president 
and  is 
running
 in the
 Spartan 
Party 
along 
with  
Davila.
 
He 
is
 currently 
taking
 20 units 
of 
classes
 and said 
he is deter-
mined to 
graduate in 
four years. 
"When  I was
 a freshman,
 I did-
n't do 
anything  on 
campus," 
Haggas said. 
"I
 thought there 
was  
more to 
college."  
Haggas
 said he 
found out 
there  
was  more 
when  he joined
 a frater-
nity
 and 
gradually  
became  
involved
 in student 
government. 
"I was one 
of the few 
students 
interested 
enough  to ask 
ques-
tions,"
 Haggas 
said. 
He 
said even 
though he 
isn't 
very 
experienced,  there 
are other 
reasons 
students  should 
vote for 
him. 
"I'm a newbie. 
I didn't sit on the
 
board  last year,"
 Haggas said.
 "I do 
have 
the organizational
 and moti-
vational
 skills." 
Haggas said he likes
 to take on 
projects
 and enjoys feeling
 a sense 
of 
accomplishment.  
"I take a chunk, I 
chew  it up, I 
finish it, and most of the
 time it's a 
positive end," Haggas 
said.  
He said 
he hopes to continue
 
the trend 
that  was started 
by
 
Davila, 
and cited the new 
laptop
 
rental program as 
one  that he sup-
ports. 
"This is an 
oasis  in the city," 
Haggas said. "It's an overall 
idea
 
of mine that it stays an 
oasis."
 
Carlos 
Aguirre,  the 
incumbent  
A.S.
 
controller,
 is 
running
 for 
reelection  under
 the 
Spartan  
Party platform
 along 
with  Davila 
and Haggas. 
Like 
Davila, 
Aguirre  said 
he 
does not 
want students
 to vote for
 
him  because 
he is the 
most
 experi-
enced, but
 the most 
qualified.  
Aguirre
 said he hopes 
to be able 
to
 continue 
what
 he and his 
fellow 
officers
 started 
during their
 first 
term. 
"In 
terms of 
programming,
 we 
want to 
itiCttase  Student 
Unioti
hours
 
aed,
 space," 
Aguirre  said.  
Ideally, Aguirre said, the 
Student Union should be open 24 
hours. 
Aguirre said another of his 
goals is to help SJSU become more 
technologically advanced. 
"We're in the
 Silicon Valley," 
Aguirre 
said.  "We should be the 
most wired 
school,  if not in the 
world, then 
in
 the state." 
The Spartan Party is also try-
ing to pass 
Measure  P, which 
would allow for 
an $18 fee 
increase to 
open
 a 24 hour com-
puter lab on campus. 
"If Measure P passes, 
we're  
legally
 bound to make 
it
 happen," 
Aguirre 
said. 
Rigo Partida, 
Aguirre's  oppo-
nent, said he would do 
a good job 
of representing the student body. 
"I've been 
involved  in a lot of 
things on 
campus,"  Partida said.  
He said he would make a 
good
 
controller
 because he feels the cur-
rent  officers aren't doing a good 
job. 
Partida said one of the most 
important issues he feels AS. has 
not addressed is 
what  time the 
library closes. 
"It's not fair for us to have it 
close at 10 (p.m.)," Partida said. 
Partida also said he'd like to 
balance the budget and help stu-
dents feel more at home at SJSU. 
He also said A.S. is basically a 
corporation  and needs to be run 
like one. 
Partida said he is very precise 
and detail 
oriented.  
He hopes to use these charac-
teristics to make sure all 
of the 
money 
doesn't disappear before 
the end of his term. He said the 
fact that there is only about $100 
of A.S. funds left 
does  students a 
disservice. 
"What 
are we going to do, buy 
lollipops?"
 Partida asked. 
Correction:
 
Two 
Spartan  Daily stories
 
should 
have  listed Associated
 
Students Vice 
Presidential  can-
didate 
Franklin  Haggas as 
seeking his 
first nomination for 
the position in question.
 
The Daily 
regrets
 the error. 
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Dance
 
continued  from angel 
"Dance 2000" Thursday, Friday 
and 
Saturday  
evenings.  
The 
audiences,  some 
of whom 
attending  
were  a modern 
dance  performance
 for the 
first  time while 
others
 who had an 
extensive 
background 
in dance, said 
they liked the 
assortment of routines. 
Steve Brown, a friend pf 
dance group mem-
ber 
Angela Lindsay, 
was exposed to 
modern  
dance for the 
first  time Friday. 
"I thought it 
was  great. I really 
liked the 
variety," 
Brown  said. 
Pat 
Havey,
 a ballet 
teacher,  said 
she
 also 
enjoyed the 
show.  
"The 
variety  of 
dances  made 
it very inter-
esting.  I also 
found  the 
dancers
 to be well
-pol-
ished," Havey said. 
Modern  
dance,
 which 
was 
developed
 at the
 
turn of the
 20th 
century,  
began
 as a 
revolt
 to 
ballet. 
Pioneers  such 
as Martha 
Graham 
and  
Imadora
 Duncan,
 developed
 a dance 
form
 that 
was
 considered
 the antithesis
 to all 
other 
existing 
dance forms 
with its 
primitive
 move-
ments,  often 
times
 reflecting 
current  social 
or
 
political
 climate, 
and  focusing 
on
 the average 
human being. 
It is also 
characteristically  
min-
imal in 
costume and 
props. 
While
 some of the 
dance  movements 
may  
seem strange and 
awkward to the 
average  
observer, there
 is usually a 
message
 or a par-
ticular feeling the
 choreographer 
wants  to 
evoke.  
Fred 
Matthews, director of the 
dance com-
pany, ofliTtd his own meaning of modern
 
dance. 
"It's like poetry. There is an expression 
of 
spirit in modern 
dance  and audience has to 
participate and dig a little
 deeper to find out 
what the routine is 
trying  to say," Matthews 
said. 
During Dance 2000, eight routines, each 
about 10 minutes in length, were presented. 
While most dances were conceived by 
choreographers from all over the Bay Area, 
Matthews and some of the students choreo-
graphed routines as well. Contributing chore-
ographers include Mythili Kumar, Janet Van 
Swoll, Mary Carbonara and Gary Masters. 
The show opened with the dancers wearing 
brightly -colored saris  Indian robes  and 
daisies adorning their hair. The premiere of 
the classical 
East Indian routine titled, 
San  Jose 
State 
University  
Alexandria
 Lopez performs 
"Pensive" dur-
ing 
the Dance 2000 
Saturday  at the 
University 
Theater. The piece 
is to be per-
"OfThring
 of Flowers," not 
only had the 
dancers 
stamping
 their 
feet
 in 
on
 
but  
they were 
also synchroniziql
 down to the 
tilt 
of 
their  heads and the 
position of their 
lin-
gers. 
Other 
notable  performances
 
were
 t he 
rou-
tines 
choreographed
 by the 
students  them-
selves.
 
Sheamus Clark, senior art
 major, said he 
enjoyed 
Alexandria
 
Lopez's  
routine
 titled 
It
 
was  very jazzy, bluesy, and 
sensual,"  
Clark said. 
Lopez  a freshman, will also 
perform her 
routine at the 
American  College Dance 
Festival this spring. 
Senior and 
dance  major Aimee Lam's "Sour 
Times.- was a favorite 
with freshman Sheree 
Dela 
Pena.  
"I thought she 
expressed
 her 
emothins
 
of 
pain real well," Dda Pena said. 
Rika Alamo& .Sisamist /lath 
formed at 
the American 
College
 Dance 
Festival, this spring. 
The finale, which 
opened  with tate 
(lancer
 
dragging herself along the 
edge 
ii 
t stage. 
with a 
niood
 
of fear and 
confusion
 
Mc,  the dancer 
stetwerl
 on stage. ill, 
rest  
of the 
lii 
incjoined her 
4us
 
1111.y
 it  I I I Cf. i it 
and a 
v4,1111,1
 
bliXeS 
with  
tvo
 
01 
NI I 
ii iii 
g'
 :it the 
same time Antonio
 
Vivaldi 
Iliiria
 
in 
11 
and  
alt 
coat 
ivi
 
liv Nitzer 
Ehh, 
vont me ended iv
 
it Ii the
 dancers'
 Ii It
 
to 
th, 
andience.  their
 21,111S MISI'd :111(1 
!WW1:,
 
ill 
a list 
I\ lilt t
 ins. 
director
 
(tithe 
(lance
 group,
 said 
\\ as 
elated with the 
company's 
perftir-
mance
 
'It's he
 
en exciting
 Mr 
tile 
ill Ill('
 
Cffillt. together 
in a tialml-like 
ii  11111011111 Iii 
such a 
wit.% \% here 
able  to 
ielat,
 
each
 other on 
stage  I can't 
just
 
iliuls 
Ihat
 
trust  and 
spontaneity  Inuiptin," 
said.  
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Covey
 
continued
 from page
 I 
world  as the 
world  is, they 
see
 it 
how they
 are, and that 
sometimes  
gets in the 
way of true 
under-
standing 
between  
individuals.
 
Covey's main 
emphasis  of his 
talk 
was  to encourage 
families  to 
develop  a mission 
statement, to give 
families a 
direction  and 
purpose.
 
"Don't get 
discouraged or 
feel 
like it is 
hopeless because you are 
having 
family problems 
 not at 
all. Just
 set your 
destination.  
When you 
have
 accomplished 
that,  
set another one,"
 he said. 
"Our 
family
 mission statement
 
liicuses  upon serving 
other families. 
That is why I am 
here," Covey said, 
adding two-thirds
 of the work he 
does is done on a volunteer basis. 
Nita Duarte, a senior 
theater  
major who attended the 
event,
 
said Covey's teachings
 have 
helped her family. 
"I have read 
a couple of his 
books," Duarte said. "The things he 
says seem to make sense and I 
can  
apply it to raising my daughter. 
And the seven habits help me get 
along better in the
 world of work." 
Much of the 
audience  was made 
up of parents. young and old, and 
it seemed few students 
attended.  
Charlotte  
Zajac, a 
nursing 
major,  
wished  
that she 
could  hear 
Covi
 talk, but had a 
class at the 
saint. 
time.  
-Ile's the 
god of functionality,"
 
Zajac
 said. 
Jenniter
 Zenk, a senior nursing 
nutior who attended the event, 
agri.ed. 
"He focuses 
on
 the hinctional 
; 
ispect s instead if t dysfunction-
al... Zenk said. "Ile is part 
of the 
nsa 
'nint
 among people which is 
fix:used on achieving your life's 
design. 
"I think the '80s were about 
whin w ing about hat y ou can't do, 
I
 Co 
ou 
vey I gives 
y the 
tools to 
achieve what you want,"
 she said. 
One if
 the 
tools  Covey
 
talked  
about was basing our lives
 iii 
prin-
ciples
 
"The
 
key  
is to 
align  
our 
families
 
with  
that
 
which  
does
 
not 
change
 
 
principles
 ...
 
Everyone
 
agrees
 
what
 
those  
principles
 
are,"  
Covey 
said.  
"The 
underlying
 
sense
 of 
fair-
ness,
 
kindness,
 
development
 
and
 
use 
of 
people's
 
talents,
 
education
 
and 
integrity
 is 
common."
 
Covey
 
encouraged
 
parents
 
to 
take
 an 
interest
 in 
the
 
friends
 
of
 
their  
children,
 
particularly
 
those  
who  
are 
seriously
 at
-risk 
of 
turn-
ing 
to 
drugs,  
gangs
 or 
crime.
 
He
 
suggested
 
parents
 
psychologically
 
adopt  
these
 kids
 and 
invite
 
them
 
to 
spend
 time
 with
 their
 
family.  
"I
 am 
convinced
 
that 
if 
every  
family
 
that
 is 
healthy
 
would 
psy-
chologically
 
adopt  
one 
individual
 
or 
family  
that
 is 
struggling,
 we 
would  
solve 
almost
 90 
percent
 of 
the  
problems  
in the
 
country,
 
such
 
as 
drugs  
and
 
gangs,"
 Covey
 said.
 
"You 
are 
not  a 
product
 of 
your  
past,
 you 
are a 
product
 of 
your
 
choices."  
He 
encouraged  
the 
audience  
to
 
break  the 
addiction
 to 
television,
 
which 
brought 
cheers 
from the
 
audience.
 Covey 
explained 
his suc-
cess 
in
 cutting 
back on 
television
 
in his 
own 
family.
 
He held a 
family 
council  
meet-
ing, 
where  he 
and his 
wife  pre-
sented
 their 
children  
with
 data 
gathered
 by a 
number 
of
 psycholo-
gists on 
the impact
 that 
television  
has 
on social 
skills,  on 
academic
 
life and 
on
 behavior 
problems. 
He and his 
wife then 
walked  
out of the 
meeting
 and left 
the  
issue 
up
 to their 
children.  
"Dr. Covey's 
words were
 inspir-
ing.
 His thoughts 
on
 building the 
family 
have affected 
me and 
inspired  me to 
fhllow  his model," 
said Lisa 
Bennett, an SJSU 
alum-
na, who attended 
Covey's  talk. 
When 
they  returned to 
the 
meeting, their
 children had decid-
ed on  their 
two
 to 
limit  television 
watching to 
seven hours a week.
 
"He 
made
 
his  points
 
in
 such 
a 
way that you 
remember the princi-
ples.- 
said  Christine
 
Burroughs,
 
the
 
execot ive 
director of 
InnVision. "I thought he was 
awe-
some. -
Customer
 Relationship Management 
is
 revolutionizing 
the 
new economy. 
So who's 
revolutionizing  CRM? With the introduction of 
eCRM, Aspect
 Communications extends its lead 
in the 
expanding  customer relationship 
software market. What 
does that 
mean to you? Oh, just massive
 opportunity. 
If you're looking for an internship 
that  promises more 
than resume filler, you'll want 
to attend our Open House. 
Internships are available in: 
 Software  
Systems  Integrity Engineering  
Marketing
 
 Information Technology
  Program Management 
Open
 
House  
March 30, 2000 
4-8
 
pm, 1310 Ridder Park 
San Jose, CA 95131 
EAT 
DRINK
 
ENJOY
 A LIVE BAND 
RAFFLE FOR PALM 
VI's  
SIZE UP 
COMPENSATION
 
CET A JOB 
For
 
more information, visit 
www.aspcct.com 
If you can't 
attend,  e-mail your 
resume to 
myfuture@aspect.com 
www.aspect.com
 
ASPECT
 
Defining
 the 
Customer
 Experience"
1 
PHN:
 
408-924-3277
 
FAX: 
408-924-3282  
The 
SPARTAN  
DAILY 
mikes  no claim
 for products  or
 
serAces
 
advertised  
below  nor Is 
there any 
guarantee 
Implied.  The 
classified  columns
 of the 
Spartan 
Daily 
consist of 
mid 
advertising
 
and ollelings 
are not approved
 or 
verified
 by the 
newspaper.  
EMPLOYMENT
 
Gl/mW
 
RESTAURANT
 - SILVER 
CREEK 
Valley
 Country Club 
of San Jose 
is 
now hiring P/T 
friendly, outgoing
 
and professional
 team 
members.  
Opportunities  
available  for 
Servers.
 Busers and 
Bartenders.  
FAX 
resume:  (408)239-5777.
 
E0E/M/F/V/0
 
CERTIFIED NURSING 
Assistants 
Flexible hours. 
Excellent Pay. 
Call FAST.
 at 408-855-8904.
 
HOTEL DE 
ANZA
 seeks F/T Sales 
Mgr, Front Desk
 Agent & Bellman. 
Apply @ 233 W. Santa 
Clara St. or 
Fax 
resume to 408.288.2087. 
INFORMATION CENTER -Position 
available
 in the Student Union 
Information 
Center. Mon. to Fri., 
Student Assistant or 
Work Study. 
Please contact the Student Union 
Admin. Office or call 924-6310. 
LOVE KIDS... LIKE TO SWIM? 
How hiring 
caring  teachers. Experi-
ence is a plus. No 
experience?  
We will train you. Spring/summer 
swim lessons. AM/PM positions
 
available. Apply at AVAC, 5400 
Camden Ave. Si. 408/267-4032. 
Now interviewing!!! Call today!!! 
AFTER 
SCHOOL
 
TRANSPORTATION
 
for
 3 children in Los Altos/Stanford
 
area.
 Usual hours 3-5pm. 
Very good pay for
 nght person. 
Call 
Janice (4081292-5400. 
CASE  
MANAGER  NEEDED 
for 
at
-risk youth program.
 Must have 
BSW w/2yr 
exp. and/or 30 
credits 
completed
 toward MSW. 
$24k. 
$30k FT salary.
 Fax 281-4288.
 
ATHLETIC 
ATTITUDE 
Drive,  
Determination,  
Dedication,  
Discipline.  
Athletes 
obtain 
success  with 
these.  
Thelousiness
 
world 
isn't  any 
different.  
Looking
 
to clone
 our 
success
 with 
new 
prospects.
 Interest in 
health & 
fitness a 
plus.  
408-483-2573.  
ENTERTAINERS 
WANTED
 
Make $5 At 
Parties!
 
Bay 
Area DJ/Event company needs 
Fun & Energetic people
 for P/T 
work as DJs & 
MC's at parties. 
Training 
provided.  No Exp. Nec. 
Up to $20/hour. 
Call FEET RRST 
(408)  573-1700 
COUNSELORS AND TUTORS 
needed to mentor at -risk youth: 
boys/girls. 11-18 yrs. Training pro 
vided. Flexible hours. 
$8.00-
$8.50 dep. exp. Fax: 408-281-
4288. 
BEST
 INTERNSHIP IN THE WORLD 
Wide Open Expeditions needs trip 
leaders. Hiking, WWR, Biking Yel-
lowstone/Glacier/Arches NP 
vedeopen@surfree. 408/452-7610. 
SOCIAL  SERVICES COACH 1:1 
training adults w/disabilities. 
FT/PT, Will Train. Valid CDL and 
insurance
 req'd. Fax resume 
408/5530965 or call 5530964. 
SALES/MARKETING- 
Immediate 
postions  available. P/T evenings. 
Must have strong computer skills
 
and an excellent telephone per-
sonality.
 Apply at AVAC Swim 
School, 5400 Camden Ave. SJ, 
95124. 408/267-4032.
 
HIGH TECH Publishing Company 
(located  in 
Santa Clara) has 
immediate openings
 for FT/PT, 
entry-level Recruiting Assistants. 
Excellent opportunity  to get 
involved with technical
 publishing 
or
 Human Resources career. 
Call Brian 
401241-7600 x 103 
or 
staffing@e-publishingservices.com
 
EGG 
DONORS  NEEDED! All
 races.
 
Ages 21-30. Compensation 
wow. 
OPTIONS National 
Fertility  Registry. 
1-800-886.9373
 
wevilertilityoptions.com  
WORK 
STUDY  
JOBS!!?? 
Alliance  for Cummunity Care is a 
leading 
nonprofit
 provider of 
mental 
health 
services  in the Santa Clara 
Valley. We 
have immediate openings
 
in 
the following areas: 
 Mental 
Hearth  Aides 
 Office Assistants
 
 Finance
 
Assistants  
San 
Jose, 
Sunnyvale  & 
Palo Alto 
Locations!
 
 
Must
 
have  Federal 
Work Study 
Authonzation
 through the Financial 
Aide 
Office prior to interviewing**
 
Cal Nancy @ 
(408)254-68205211.
 
EOE 
Certain
 
advertisements
 in 
these 
columns 
may  refer the 
reader
 to specific
 telephone 
numbers or 
addr   
for 
additIonI
 
information.
 
Ctrs/fled 
readers should
 be 
nsmInded 
that,  when 
making
 
these 
further  
contacts,
 they 
should
 require 
complete 
information
 before 
sending 
money
 for goods
 or services.
 
In addition, 
readers  should 
carefully
 
invested.
 ell 
Ohms 
offering 
employment  
listings 
orcoupons
 for 
discount
 
%guidons
 or 
merdiand
 I se . 
LAW OFFICE 
NEEDS P/T 
HELP 
Reception
 
MW
 F 
12-5 
Reception
 T Th 
8-2 
File 
Clerk  M
-F
 2-5 or 15 
File
 Clerk M
-F 8-10 or 
111 
We are looking for 
intelligence  
and 
enthusiasm. 
No 
experience  necessary.
 
Flexible hours
 during
 
'rids 
&  breaks. 
Call Janice
 (408) 
292-5400.  
SUMMER 
NANNY NEEDED 
2 brignt & nice 
children  
ages 9 & 12.
 
Los Altos Hills. 
Carl Janice 
(408)292-5400.  
BARTENDERS
  FOOD 
SERVERS  
RUNNERS  
BUSSERS  HOSTS 
No 
Experience Necessary! 
Apply in person
 between
 
2-4,  M- F. 
CROCODILE
 CAFE 
Valley Fair Mall 
SECURITY
 
ABCOM 
PRIVATE SECURITY 
We will train you. Student Friendly. 
F/T. P/T, Weekdays
 & Weekends. 
Swing & Graveyard Shifts. 
Flexible
 Schedule. 
408-247-4827 
HELP ME! I run two successful 
businesses, 
need  help with one. 
If you have 10-15 hours a week 
and
 could use an extra $1,000-
$1.500/mo, I can use your help 
in recruitment & training. Call 
408-483-2573. 
CAPTAIN 
Need strong indvs. who know how 
to lead people. Get paid for what 
you're worth. Serious 
inqs. only. 
Call Deven @ 408-260-7599. 
PT/FT PAID INTERN 
Parking
 
Free! Close to 
SJSU. 15-40 
hrs/wk, flex hours. Need PC 
Skills, 35+ wpm, HR or high-tech 
experience a plus. Fax resume 
to: Cindy (408) 298-9701 
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY 
Now hiring for part time positions. 
We 
offer:
 
Flexible 
schedules.  day 
or 
evening.  
a great environment
 with 
excellent benefits. 
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!! 
We have cur awn 
training  program!! 
We are looking for neat. bright, & 
energetic paopie in
 
the folatiing aeas:
 
Food 
Server (20 or older please). 
Hostess. Busser. & Kitchen Help. 
Apply in 
person  
2pm to 4pm, Mon. 
thru
 Fri. 
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
 
CLERICAL PERSON, PART-TIME 
Microsoft. Excel & general office 
work. etc. For more info call Kevin 
Crowley. 408-267-1665. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
STUDENT 
WANTED.  P/T,  to assist 
busy consulting firm near 
campus. Good opportunity to 
learn
 
on
 the job. Be 
enefgetic  with 
a
 can
 do" attitude. Computer 
skills required.
 Have transporta-
tion. 
Call
 408/282-1500 for more 
info.  
RESTAURANT  Work when YOU 
want! 
Were
 looking for cashiers. 
cooks, party servers and more. 
F/T 
& Pa -Temp or Perrn.
 
Great Pay @ CULI-SERVICES 
NO FEE - CALL NOW 
732-2114 NNW/ zulisibay.com 
TELEMARKETING Part/Full-TIme 
Newspaper
 
Subscriptions.
 Hourly 
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5 
blocks
 from SJSU. Near 
light rail. 
Media Promotions 408-494-0200. 
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS- Job 
Code 71SPD. Part -Time
 approx. 
10am to 
2pm.  
No
 Weekends. No 
Sales
 
Quotas.
 Minimum $11.50/hr 
to start. Provide 
member
 & teller 
services. 
Requires  HS Diploma or 
equivalent, 6 mos. 
teller  experi-
ence. good 
communication  & PC 
skills. We offer generous compen-
sation & benefits 
including  medical, 
dental,  
vision, special employee 
loans and 
opportunities  for tuition 
assistance.
 Qualified candidates 
should fax or 
send resume to  
1MOstarene.org  or fax to 
408-756  
2565. STAR ONE 
ECU, HR Dept. 
P.0.93( 3643,
 Suonwaie, CA 94088-
3643.
 Pease
 
include job code. 
GREAT
 RECREATION JOBS 
At Los Gatos
-Saratoga Rec. Dept. 
SUMMER
 AQUATICS: 
Pool Mgr, Asst. Pool Mgr., Water 
Safety Instructors, Lifeguards,  
Pay Range: $6.92-$14.20/hr. 
Call Laurie at 354-8700x224. 
SUMMER DAY CAMP LEADERS 
F/T,  must be 
available
 Mon. -Fri. 
8:30arrv5:30pm. kb ECE units req. 
Pay Range: 
$5.78-$12.27/hr.
 
Call Janet 3548700(223. 
(Leaders hired for the summer 
have
 
the 
opportunity  to work P/T
 from 2. 
6pm, during the school year in our 
Afterschool
 Ennchment program.) 
POSITIONS  OPEN NOW 
FOR 
LEADERS 
Afterschool
 Elem. School -Age 
Child  Care
 
Recreation/Enrichment
 
Program. Exc. sal.
 no ECE units req. 
Call Janet. 354-8700x223. 
THERAPIST POSITION to work 
with Autistic 
children. Must be 
within 12 
mos.  from a BA in Psych 
or related field. Various locations. 1 
yr commitment. Ph: 408/2801112 
Fax: 408/280-1113.
 
P/T POSITIONS 
AVAIL TO TUTOR 
Children. ages 3-8, w/autism. Will 
Train. $12/hr. 408-937-9580. 
WANTED 
29 PEOPLE 
to get $5 PAID
 
$5 
to lose up to 30 lbs. 
in 
the  next 30 
days.  
Natural. Guaranteed. 
Call (408) 
7915256  
EARN 5250044500 playing tag, 
fingerpainting & going
 to parks! 
We're looking 
for  
experienced.
 
creative & energetic counselors. 
Can
 
650-694-4650  for 
application.  
WANTED!  PT & FT STAFF that 
want to 
have fun working for the 
YMCA w/schoof age children. Good 
pay, flexible hours,  good benefits. 
Call
 408-257-7160 ext. 18. 
JR/SR MECHANICAL Esignariang 
Student Wanted, P/T, to assist 
busy 
consulting  firm near 
campus. Good opportunity to learn 
on the job. Be energetic with a 
can
 do" attitude. 
Computer  skills 
required. Have transportation.
 Call 
408/282-1500 for more info. 
VALET PARKERS - 
Part-time.  
evenings  & weekends 
in Los 
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be 
neat in appearance
 with good 
customer service skills. Must be 
able to drive a 5 speed and have 
a valid CM. Immediate opening & 
flexible schedules available. Earn 
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call 
1-9252161232. 
Golden Gate Valet 
SWIM INSTR
 & LIFEGUARDS 
wanted.
 Fun environment, 
close  to 
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex 
hours. Central YMCA 
2981717x34.  
AMAIN ASSIST- 
Small  consulting 
services co. in Downtown Si 
seeks a F/T person w/xInt phone 
skills, PC skills, admin expenence.  
HR or high-tech 
background 
a plus. Fax resume to: Cindy (408) 
298-9701. 
ENTERTAINERS.
 Fun Science 
programs. Need 
reliable  car & 
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will 
train. Mad Seance 408/262-5437
 
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL 
needs insturctors, part or full time 
in car
 or classroom. Good Pay. 
Company  car. Over 18, HS 
Grad.  
Moral character. 408-971-7557 
RUN MY BUSINESS 
Looking
 for success driven individ-
uals to take over
 multimillion 
dollar
 expansion. Want to show 
3- 5 entrepreneurial 
minded  self-
starters exactly
 what it takes to 
make it. 408-483-2573. 
CAPITOL FLEA MARKET
 now 
hinng
 
part-time Wends & 
or Thurs. 
Flex hours. Advancement oppty.
 
Free movies. Apply in person 
3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, 
Si
 
AREA
 
Clerical, Technical, Full Time 
Call
 Minh 408/942-8866 or 
email  
resumes@hrproonline.com
 
SECURITY  - ACUFACTS INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY
 
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All 
Shifts. Security Officers, 
Mobile  
Patrol 
Officers.
 Top Pay Wrth Many 
Benefits!
 Call 408-286-5880
 or 
apply in 
person,
 7arn to 7pm, 7 days 
a week. 555D Meridian Ave. SJ.
 
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
 
Valet Prridng Attendants
 Needed 
Local valet 
company
 in search of 
enthusiaitic and 
hardworking
 
individuals 
to work daytime 
and  
evenings. PT/FT, 
weekdays  and 
weekends
 available.
 We will work 
around 
school  schedule. Lots of 
fun 
& earn 
between  $8  $15/hour.  
Call
 
1408)8677275. 
RECEPTIONIST  for upscale 
Saratoga spa. Heavy 
phones  
& scheduling, some 
retail, Excep-
tional customer service skills
 and 
a 
commitment to excellence 
required. Competitive 
pay & bene-
fits. PT/FT  
Harmonic European 
Day Spa. Fax (408) 
741-4901 
www.eharmonie.com 
LIFEGUARD & Swim  instructors 
wanted. Fun Environment. Flexible 
hours. 
No experience necessary. 
Close to SJSU. People skills
 a 
must. Monthly Lifeguard
 classes 
offered through June. Call Central 
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34 or visit 
1717
 The Alameda, 
San Jose. 
COLLEGE ACHIEVERS? 
Nat'l. Mktg. Co. interviewing ambi-
tious individuals
 who are looking 
for a people-oriented career. Need 
4 sharp people to help direct local 
expansion. Business & Liberal 
Arts Majors encouraged to apply. 
Exceptional Income potential.
 Call 
408.2604200 
to
 be considered. 
WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, 
P/T 
Monday through Friday, good 
schedules. Your vehicle with clean
 
DMV & acceptable Insurance 
coverage. If you like money, 
independence & being around 
interesting people, call Gold Rush 
Express, 408-292-7300. or visit 
us at 
706.
 Gish Rd. San Jose. 
Ask for JR or Frank Sr. or Randy. 
For 
"hustlers" the pay & benefits 
can be surprisingly good.
 
RECEPTIONIST 
We are looking for a
 
part-time 
receptionist,  mornings, weekends. 
Call 363-4182. 
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time 
(8-25hours/week) 
positions  avail-
able with youth 
serving  agency. 
Opportunities  include gang preven-
tion specialist, after
 school coordi-
nator
 (at -risk middle school), data
 
entry and admin support. Bilingual 
Spanish a plus. Salary 
$8-
 $12 
an 
hour.  Resume and cover letter to 
Girl Scouts of Santa 
Clara 
County.
 
Dept. MM. 1310 S. Bascom  
Ave..  
San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail: 
personnel@girlscoutsofscc.org or 
Fax (408) 287-8025. AA/EOE 
GROOMER'S ASST/ICENNEL
 HELP 
needed for small, exclusive shop 
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must be 
reliable. honest,  able to do chysica 
work. Prefer asp working
 w/dogs. 
but
 will train. Great oppty for dog 
lover! $6.50 hr. Can FAX resume to 
408/3770109  or Call
 
371-9115.
 
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS 
PART-TIME 
WORK
 w/flex hours 
IDEAL FOR STUDENTS 
 
Internships  possible 
 All majors
 may apply 
 Scholarships awarded annually 
 Some
 
conditions  apply 
 Start at 
13.25 base - appt. 
 Gain 
valuable  experience in 
customer 
service and sales 
 
No experience necessary
 
 Endorsed by National 
Academic 
Advisory Board 
CALL 615-1500 11am  4pm 
vervi.workforstudents.com/sjsu
 
EGG DONORS NEEDED 
Make a dream come true -bean 
egg donor. All
 Ethniciries Welcome. 
Ages 21-30. Excellent Heath. 
Generous Compensation.
 
Convenient SF Clinic. 
1-800-7342015
 
or pfpc@pfmc.com 
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center 
For Part -Time and 
Full -Time 
Positions,  call 
HALLMARK 
PERSONNEL
 
Fast placement, no fees 
Office jobs 
in local companies 
Students/grads/career
 change 
Temp/Tempto-Hire/Direct  Hire 
San Jose
 to Sat Mateo 
Phone: (650) 325-1133 
Fax: 
(650) 325-3639 
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
 
CROCODILE CAFE 
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the 
Crocodile Cafe in Valley
 Fair Mall. 
Come join our talented team 
of
 
hosts, food 
runners, bussers, and 
servers. We're always accepting 
applications. Please 
apply  
in 
person Monday.  Thunday. 2- 5pm. 
2855 Stevens Creek
 Blvd. 
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR 
We are looking for students to 
teach driving hill/part
 time. 
Will train. Must 
be
 21. $10.00 
to start. Call 363-4182. 
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL 
mailing our circulars. Free 
information.
 Call 202-452-5901,  
WILLOW STREET PIZZA - Hiring 
Delivery Drivers and Servers for 
Los 
Gatos,  West Gate & Willow 
Glen. Great pay & benefits. Call 
408-354-5566  
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Majont: 
HOPE Rehabilitation Services,  
a non-profit
 agency which offers a 
variety of quality services
 for indi-
viduals who have developmental 
disabilities,  
has  part & full time 
employment opportunities. 
If you are 
interested  in living 
with a developmentally disabled 
individual in exchange
 for rent: 
or 
assisting someone during the 
week with daily living skills such 
as grocery shopping ($10/hr) call 
Shannon  at 408/282-0410. 
If you would like information 
about the FT. benefited positions 
of job coach and instructor (day 
activity, work activity or senior 
center program) or PT substitute 
positions in various programs 
($9/hr)
 call Valerie in HR at 
408/748-2890.  
We have flexibility to work 
around a student schedule for the 
PT work & 
are located close to 
SJSU. FT positions 
come
 with 
excellent benefits. This is a good 
opportunity to get practical experi-
ence in the field & work with a 
great group of clients & staff. All 
majors welcome. 
EMPLOYMENT 
Education/Schools 
CREATIVE BEGINNINGS Preschool 
is looking for FT/PT 
teachers.  
Good pay and benefits. Low ratio. 
Call 559-3247 or FAX 559-3087. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS 
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec,  Dept 
Elementary School
 Age Recreation 
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M -F. A few 
positions avail 
approx
 lam-11am. 
XInt 
salary,  no ECE units req. 
Call Janet 354-8700 x223. 
SOUTHWEST YMCA is 
hiring  
Preschool & School Age Asst,  
Directors, Teachers and Aides. 
PT & FT with excellent 
benefits  
Call 370-1877 x 29. 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC. 
offers positions for: 
Directors
  Assistant Directors 
Teachers  Teacher Aides 
FT & PT opportunities available 
working with 
infant/toddler,  
preschool & school age children. 
CDI/CDC offers a competitive 
salary,  excellent benefits package 
to 
FT
 & PT employees and an 
enriching work environment. For 
positions avail at our centers in: 
San Jose, Sunnyvale,
 Los Altos, 
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino, 
Morgan
 Hill & Redwood City 
cal (408) 3719900  or 
fax rearms
 
10
 
)4081
 371-7685 
e-mail: janderson@aliodc.org 
For more info 
about  CDI/CDC & 
qualifications, call our 24 Hour 
Jobline 01-888-9-CDICDC. EOE 
ONE WORLD Montessori 
School 
is looking  for 
an
 assistant to our 
infant teacher.
 Must have 6 
ECE 
units.
 Full-time M -F,
 
8:30-5:30.  
Contact Lisa 723-5140 
DIRECTORS, ASST,
 DIRECTORS, 
TEACHERS, & AIDES 
Thinking 
about  a career 
working
 
with children? The 
YMCA
 
of
 Santa 
Clara Valley is 
now hiring 
Preschool 
Teachers  & Atter-School 
Recreation  Leaders
 for our Child 
Care Cegters throughout 
San Jose, 
Cupertino.
 Santa Clara. 
Los  Gatos. 
Saratoga,
 Campbell, Evergreen, 
Milpitas
 & Berryessa. Full & 
part-
time 
positions avail. Hours flexible 
around
 school. Fun 
staff teams, 
great 
experience  in working with 
children,
 career advancement, 
and good 
training opportunities. 
Teachers require minimum 6 units in 
ECE. Ecluc, Rec. Psych, 
Soc,
 Phys 
Ed 
&/or
 other related fields. Please 
call Beth Profio
 at 408-291-8894 
for 
information
 & locations or 
fax 
your resume to 401298-0143. 
 TEACHERS  INSTRUCTORS  
prr 
Instructors  Elem,  
Schools.  
Degree / Credential NOT Required. 
Opportunity fa 
backing
 exp. Need 
Car. VM: (408) 287-4170 ext. 408. 
ECE/AAE 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 
K-8 school seeks responsible 
indigiduals for 
extended  daycare. 
P/T 
n the afternoon. No ECE units 
required. Previous experience with 
children preferred. Please call 
244-1968 x 16 
TEACHERS, AIDES and
 SUBS 
NEEDEDI Enjoy working with
 kids? 
Join the team at Small World 
Schools and get great experience 
working with kids  ages 5 - 12. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers 
competitive pay, benefits for FT, 
excellent training,  
and  a fun work 
environment.
 F T and PT avail-
able. Call 408/2839200 ext. 21. 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed 
& Regular Class $8.60-511.52 hr. 
Saratoga
 
School 
District.  
Cal 867-3424x504 for 
application 
& information. Immediate Need. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS 
At Bright Horizons,  we are
 seeking 
talented and caring child 
care  
professionals to join our growing 
network of Family Centers. FT 
opportunities with Infants - 
Preschool, S/A & Subs. We 
offer competitive 
salaries and an 
excellent  benefit package to 
include
 tuition reimbursement. 
Join 
us in working 
with tomorrow's 
leaders at our state of the art 
facilities where children 
as well as 
careers flourish. 
Call  Toll Free 
877-336-3596.  
www.bnghthorizons.com
 
WANT TO 
EARN
 EXTRA MONEY 
& LOVE CHILDREN?? 
TOP PAY! 
Immediate temp/perm 
substitute positions as 
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS 
at After School Programs. 
Day Care Centers. Etc. 
(408) 866-8550 
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS seeking Infant. 
Toddler.  and 
Reschxi Teachers and Aides. F/T
 & 
P/T 
positions
 available. Substitute 
positions  are also available that 
offer flexible
 hours. ECE units are 
required
 for teacher 
positions  but 
not 
required  for Aide 
positions.
 
Excellent °opportunity for Child 
Development majors. 
Please  call 
Cathy for interview at 
2441968
 or 
fax resume to 248-7350. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
www.SJSPIRIT.org 
Spirituality. 
Ritual.  Community, 
Meditation, Pastoral Counsel. 
Golden West
 Nut** Dental Plan 
Only $57.00
 per year. 
Save 30% 60% 
on your dental needs. 
For info call 1-800-655-3225. 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LC0CAL
 RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CA!,!. 408-924-3277 
Print  your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, 
numbers,
 punctuation & spaces between words. 
JUILILIJULIJILILILIJUILILIJLILLILIEJJJLILL1ILILIILILI
 
LILILICILIQJLILLILILIJLIJLICIJJLIQUULILILILILIJJ  
LILILILILILL1LIJLILIJUJUILEJLILILILICUILILIULIJJJ  
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One Two Three Four 
Day Days Days
 Days 
3 lines 
$5 $7 
$9
 $11 
Five 
Days 
$13 
Rate increases $2 for each additional fine per
 ad. 
Rata 
increases $2 
for each 
additional
 day. 
BECIANCISAKMMIIE 
20 + 
consecutive issues  receive 10% off. 
40 
r consecutive issues-
 receive 20% off. 
50 
+ consecutive issues. 
receive 25% oft 
Local reale apply to
 Sails
 Oars County
 advertisers 
and SJSU students, Malt a, faculty. 
First line 
in
 
bold lor no extra 
charge  up
 10
 
25
 spaces.
 
Addibonal  words may be 
81
 
10
 
bold  type ate per ad 
charge of $3 per word. 
Name 
Ackfeets 
boy
 
& Sus 
Phone 
Zr'
 
coos  
Send check or money order b (No Credit Cards Accepted) 
Spartan Daily 
Classifieds
 
Sen  Jose State
 University 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
 
III Classified desk is  located In Detre Bentel Hall,  Room 209 
 Deadline: 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication 
 All ads are prepaid..
 No refunds on cancelled ads 
 Rates for consecutive
 publication dates orgy. 
 
QUESTIONS? 
CALL
 (408)924-3277
 
Please check 
one classification:
 
Lost and Found' _Rental Housing 
Announcements
 _Shared Housing 
Campus Clubs __Rea Estate 
_Greek Messages _Services 
Events
 
_HealthrBeauty  
Volunteers  
Sports/Niles
 
For
 Sale _Insurance 
_Autos For Sale _Entertainment 
_Electronics
 
_Travel
 
_Wanted
 _Tutoring 
_Employment
 _Word Processing 
_Opportunites _Scholarships 
SJSU 
STUDENT
 RATE: 
25% 
OFF.
 Rate applies 
to 
private 
party ads only, 
no
 
discount
 for other persons 
or 
businesses.  
Ads 
must  be placed
 in person 
in DBH 
209 from 
10am to 3prn.
 
STUDENT
 
ID REQUIRED. 
* Lost Si Found 
ads are 
offered 
tree 
as a 
service
 
to
 the 
campus community. 
WORD  PROCESSING  
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses, 
Term
 Papers, Resumes, 
Group Projects. etc. 
All formats, 
specializing  in APA. 
Miao/mini tapetranscnption. Fax
 
Experienced, dependable, 
quick return.
 
Call  Linda 
408-264-4504.
 
TRAVEL
 
BE FLF.XIBLE...SAVE
 
US 
Europe 
$239  (o/w + 
taxes)
 
CHEAP FARES
 WORLDWIDE!! 
Hawaii $129 
(o/w) 
Mexico/Carib  $209 (r/t -I- taxes) 
Call: 800-834-9192 
www.4cheapair.com
 
INSURANCE
 
AUTO INSURANCE 
CAMPUS 
INSURANCE
 SERVICE 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
"Good Rates for Non-Good 
Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: 
"Good
 Students" "Educators" 
"Engineers'  
Scientists' 
CALL TODAY 296-5270 
FREE 
QUOTE  
NO HASSLE 
NO OBLIGATION  
Also 
open 
Saturdays  9-2, 
LOW COST 
AUTO INSURANCE 
pin 
insurance  agency 
free 
auto
 registration
 
Instant  S.A. Filing 
Good Student Discount 
International
 Drivers Welcome 
No Driver Refused 
Lowest 
down payment 
lowest monthly payment 
as low 
as $25 monthly 
email: pnronsur@aol.com 
Cal now 4083714316
 
BEST RATES ON 
AUTO. INSURANCE 
Free 
Phone Quotes 
No Driver
 Refused 
4x4's
 
Accidents  
Cancelled 
Tickets
 
D.U.I. 
S.R. 
Filing 
Good Student 
Discount 
Call us 
now  
408-244-9100 
8am - 
8pm  Mon- Sat 
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE 
hafgee@aol.com 
FOR
 
CD/CONOPA DUPUCA11011 994
 ea 
Hi
-Speed  cassette copies 
$2 ea. 
100 
WIS  T30 $3.75ea. 286-7033. 
HEALTH/BEAUTY
 
MEN & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop 
shaving,  waxing, tweezing 
or using chemicals.
 Let us 
permanently 
remove  your 
unwanted 
hair. Back Chest - Lip 
- Bikini - Chin  Tummy
 etc. 
Students
 & faculty receive 15% 
discount.
 First appt. 1/2 
price if 
made
 before
 5/31/00. 
Hair 
Today  Gone Tomorrow, 
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Orb. 
(408) 
379-3500.  
CONFIDENTIAL 
FREE
 BIRTH CONTROL 
FOR WOMEN 
Includes 
pregnancy  testing. 
HIV 
testing, pap 
smear  testing, 
emergency 
contraception,  
STD screening. 
physical exams. 
birth control 
pills. Depo-Provera 
shots, condoms. etc. 
ABSOWTELY  
CONFIDENTIAL & 
FREE. 
Available
 7 days a week by 
appointment. Ask 
for  Dr. Nunez. 
408-942-0980
 
www.NunezFAD.com
 
SERVICES 
PROFESSIONAL
 GUITARIST now 
accepting students who wish to 
excel in playing guitar 
or
 bass. All 
levels welcome: Beginning. 
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn 
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock, 
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk. Call 
Bill at 
406-298-6124.  
YOUR PERSONALITY
 
DETERMINES YOUR HAPPINESS. 
Know why? Call for 
your
 free 
personality  test. The Scientology 
Testing Center 800-293-6463 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION. 
Student Rates. Next to Campus. 
Call Deborah 
at 408-910-9490. 
drvservices@aol.com/evng/wknd 
WRITING 
HE1P: 
Highest quality writing, 
editing. 
ghostwriting. Essays, application 
statements, reports. etc. 
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. 
at 
(510)601-9554 or 
email  bolick0pacbellnet
 
VISA/MasterCard accepted. 
Daily  
ROSS WORD
 
ACROSS  
1 Type of class 
6 Brooms' 
companions  
10 
Coffee, slangily
 
14 
Loud  noise 
15 
Blue-pencil  
16 Mil. truant 
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED 
MUM 
UOMM 
MUM 
OMO 
OOMOIM 
MOM 
MOM 
@WM 
OHM@
 
MMOOMMOMMMO MMO 
17 
Caravan  
stops 
18 
Columbus'  
ship 
19 
Motel  staffer 
MORIOMOM 
MOM 
MOO OUCIOM 
MOOMOU 
MO= 
MUM 
MOO MOM MOM 
20 Hill dweller 
MOM IMMO MIOU 
21 A great 
distance  
MOMOM MUM 
24 Earl Grey 
holders 
26 Seesaw 
27 Actor Majors 
IBIAUMRIM MOMMUOW 
MOM MMOMMOMMMOM 
MOMM MOMMM MUM 
28 Dinner course MONO MUMUO MOON 
30 Ox 
UMOU IUMMI OOM 
0,99OUrodedFealurfiSrUkille
 
33 
Ballerina
 
35 Scribble
 
38 
Wall climbers DOWN 
34 
"He - 
40 Singer
 Janis 
1 
WWII 
sub  
heavy . " 
41 Blur. as ink 2 Concorde, e g. 35 O'Hare sight 
43 Wooden 
nail
 3 Ravioli, for one 36 Nutritious
 grain 
44
 Door parts 
4 Before, 
37
 Have a go 
at
 
47 Lawyer: abbr. poetically 39 Bookcase part 
48 Denominations 5 Save 
42 Wise Men 
49 Trail behind 6 Restaurant 
45 Type
 of lettuce 
51 Place with a handouts  
46 Type 
of
 
moat 
7 
Norse  god 
machine 
54 Elixirs 
8 Milk serving 
48 
Rocks 
58 Like 
runners at 9 Astonish
 
50 Parthenon 
times
 
10 
Packed  lightly site
 
61 Spain's Costa 
11 Be in store for 51 
Layers  of 
del - 
12 Sheer fabnc paint  
62 
Yemen's  13 Birch 52 Sound
 
port 22 
Newspaper  
53 
Unsmiling  
63 
Bntish noble page 
54 
Faded  
64 Delight
 23 1967 and 1968 55 Japanese
 city 
66 Car
 part 25 
Hint 
56 Observed 
67
 Frost 
28 Obstacles 
57 
Winter  
vehicles  
68 Unclothed 
29 Teen bane 59 Train track 
69 Close 
30 
Hurry  
60 Columnist 
relatives 
31 Night before a 
Bombeck
 
70 Happy 
holiday  65 Resinous 
71 
Loads  
32 Substantial 
deposit 
MEM
 MEM 
Main
 
MU=
 MMOM 
MEMM
 
MUM.
 MEMO MEM 
MEM MMMEMEMMOMIM
 
MMEMMMIM MENEM 
diAMME 
WHAM
 MIMI=
 
ddid 
MMEMM MEM HAMM 
MEM 
MIMMIMMid
 MEM 
WIMMEM   
MOM= 
WIMMMd 
AMMEMEMMEME
 MMM
 
AM. 
MOM  &MOM
 
MIME  MMEM MMEMM 
MUM ME= MUNE
 
Mr-
70 -
Spartan Daily 
1,4 
a r 
c h 
20...'000   
 
Pick
 a 
boyfriend.
 
Not
 
having
 
a choice
 
sucks,
 
doesn't  
it?  
Well, if you were 
pregnant,
 and
 didn't have 
a choice, 
it 
would 
suck
 even 
more. 
Join 
PEP 
and 
special  
guest  
musicians
 on Tuesday,
 
April  4th at the Great
 American Music Hall 
in San 
Francisco
 
from
 6-10 pm to 
celebrate
 and 
show your support
 for 
choice. 
It's pro -choice or 
no
 
choice.
 The 
Pro -Choice Public Education
 Project.1(388)253-CHOICE or www.protectchoice.org 
